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1. Introduction
The use of the Internet to disseminate information has led to such a shift in both news consumption patterns
and the production and distribution processes of different information, that online platforms have been
acquiring an increasingly significant role1.
News production models have changed – especially the time spent to create the information product and its
nature, ranging between news and entertainment. In the digital context, a reduced production cycle of
information good2 implies reduced times to verify facts and source reliability, and to control the quality of
contents spread.
Business models and the cost structure of information goods have also changed, affecting the product quality
as well as the barriers to enter the sector. However, the information industry is still characterised by high fixed
production costs of the first copy (mainly editing costs), with a greater impact on the creators of primary
quality information; in fact, marginal costs (reproduction and distribution costs) have been declining
dramatically, falling to zero. By digitalising information, news has become goods easy to be digitalised,
reproduced, distributed and consumed within groups, often freely and so printing news and handing this
tangible support over to the final user is not necessary anymore.
Moreover, while using outsourcing models in the production phase – implemented by some publishers active
also or only online3 – has contributed to control editing costs, the increased dependence, by traditional media
publishers, on online platforms has affected the distribution costs of information products. Considering the
role of horizontal platforms (search, social networks, portals, as shown below) in providing access to
information and the risk of excluding significant traffic flows, potentially spreadable, publishers are essentially
forced to join those platforms and adapt their contents (information) to the platform service requirements. In
this way, publishers need to be constantly up-to-date in technology, resulting in expensive activities with
dynamic and steady repercussions on publishing, the technological level of the system as well as the amount
of economic resources.
Meanwhile, there has been a reduction in entry costs and a consequential increase in the supply-side active
operators, on top of the traditional media publishers. Along with press agencies spreading structured news
through their information websites, there are many online publishers offering diverse services: online
publishing, portals offering an array of web services including newsfeeds, social networks, browsers, as well
as those individuals (single reporters or more generally influencers) that provide information and comments
on current affairs through their blogs or social pages. Although they are not certified newspapers, thus often
do not abide by the criteria regulating journalism, citizens consider them as alternative primary sources of
online information4.
In addition, the lowering of entry barriers has enabled users to produce and reproduce news contents along
with its other distinctive elements (i.e. the visibility of media products, the interest in joining the media system,
the production purposes, which are not merely economic since information is also a creative good). This has
contributed to making a broad array of contents available online, turning the web into an extremely inspiring
and stimulating place for users.
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See, AGCOM, Report on News Consumption, February 2018.
The 24-hour cycle of news production business of offline daily newspapers is replaced by a production process of news and articles,
which are published and updated many time during the day and displayed on information websites, mutually monitoring their contents.
To analyse timing and mechanisms of online information distribution see J. Age, N. Herve, M.-L. Viaud, (2015), The Production of
Information in an Online World, NetInstitute.org working paper nr 2015-05
3
For example, this model was used by the Huffington Post, exclusive online publishing. Cf. Age, N. Herve, M.-L. Viaud,
(2015), The Production of Information in an Online World, cit.
4
Given this frame of reference, individuals with extreme opinions and views able to identify a niche audience would have an easier
access. Cf. S. Mullainathan, A. Shleifer (2005), The market for news, American Economic Review, 2005, pp 1031-1053; M. Gentzkow,
J.M. Shapiro, D. F. Stone (2016), Media bias in the marketplace: Theory. Chapter 14, Handbook of Media Economics, Vol. 1B, editors:
Simon Anderson, J. Waldfogel, D. Stromberg.
2
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Against this new backdrop, the intermediary role of traditional publishers has been shrinking and their
competition has been extending to catch users’ attention time for online infotainment. Therefore, the vertical
model integrating the different phases of the value chain – typical of offline publishing as publishers had a
direct or indirect control – has switched to a model splitting the different phases of the production process,
where the role of online platforms stand out.
In other words, this process consists of unbundling, self-producing and disintermediating the traditional
information supply followed by another bundling and intermediating by algorithmic sources. Search engines
and social networks are usually defined as “algorithmic information sources” to stress the algorithmic
personalisation, which relies on the quantity and quality of personal data collection, essential in the creation
and dissemination process of online available information. The underlying algorithms are used not only to
filter available news and present it to users in an organised way, usually personalised, but also to determine
the way users benefit from information, significantly driving its success or failure for the news audience (or
publishers’) compared to another, as well as to determine the decisions made by publishers and reporters5.
Since algorithmic sources act as information gatekeepers and are users’ favourite place, they are an essential
means enabling publishers to reach their consumers, while affecting their information distribution strategies.
On the other hand, in the medium-long term publishers risk losing direct contact with their audience, so losing
also their recognition in turn of the intermediaries’ one as they provide access to online news. Furthermore,
although publishers remain in charge of the contents produced, according to the new model of online news
distribution, their potential control over contents spread has been reduced.
On top of that, online information keeps being funded mainly through online advertising6. Its characteristics
and trading distribution models (especially automated mechanisms) offer incentives to every player (platforms,
news producers, advertisers – with some limits) in the distribution of news contents – disinformation included
– thus fostering greater traffic.
The changes analysed, other than affecting the quality of online news, contribute to creating a favourable
environment to produce and distribute fake news and/or poor quality information products. In addition,
automatic mechanisms delivering information on platforms together with users’ actions promote the viral
propagation of disinformation contents.
On the demand side, the net digitalisation and distribution of contents has led to the rise of new media
consumption models, which are characterised by cross-media and simultaneity phenomena when using
different media for information purposes. Consequently, although citizens have more access to information
sources, they may consume information superficially or carelessly.
Similarly, another trend that may intensify the lack of attention toward information is the consumption
fragmentation of information that is seen both as the consumption of available information sources in different
media, and as the consumption of different sources within the same means. This phenomenon has been
spreading thanks to an increasing number of available information sources and to the unpacking and rebundling of information contents that are not consumed linearly, but through fragments delivered differently
on different platforms.
The reduced attention and analysis, triggered by the new news consumption patterns, makes citizens more at
risk of disinformation, of mistaking fake news for real news, and of social fragmentation, due to the
consumption fragmentation. This may result in polarising ideological phenomena affecting social cohesion.
Given this scenario, there are conditions that, both on the supply and demand side, promote the emergence of
an economically sustainable business of fake news, as explored afterwards. The term “fake” goes beyond
the mere concept of fake news because it consists of a manipulation of real news, by artificially presenting real
factual elements together with suggestions and manipulations that may alter its contents. Online information
distortions, different as they may be, enter the information market as information products, sometimes
5

Cf. Agcom (2018), Big data, Interim report in the preliminary investigation complying with the resolution no. 217/17/CONS.
Cf. B. Martens, W. L. Aguiar, M. E. Gomez, F. Herrera Muller-Langer, The digital transformation of news media and the rise of
disinformation and fake news, 2018, EUR - Scientific and Technical Research Reports, pp. 17-18.
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generating parallel markets, where goods and services are exchanged to create, produce and spread fake news.
Therefore, the phenomenon has a strong economic importance – it draws and produces economic resources, it
focuses on competition to catalyse users’ attention and profile them according to data disclosed by online
consumption. More in general, it has a strategic role at economic, ideological, political as well as social level.
As a result, to single out tools suitable to counter those online disinformation phenomena, primarily it should
be analysed the way fake news – as a disinformation tool – is conceived, produced and distributed.
Disinformation strategies do not deal with a single fake content, but hinge on accurate, repeated and systematic
manipulation of contents delivered and fed for dissemination purposes, also via fake accounts targeting
determined groups of users profiled purposely. Indeed, this Technical Roundtable has grabbed the opportunity
to investigate the supply chain of fake contents and the way they are exploited (either economically or not)
within a variety of strategies.
The analysis carried out in this report intends to first delineate a clear structure of the scope of the online
information disorders and, then, a framework of the main activities of organisation, technologies and flows of
resources used to create, produce and distribute fake news. It focuses on online disinformation strategies,
which are characterised by an organised structure with economic or non-economic, short-medium and longterm objectives. In particular, those strategies have been thoroughly explored, identifying strategies with
economic drivers as well as political/ideological reasons, aimed to promote the self-selection and polarisation
of users’ groups.
From the analysis and description of the strategies and models of emerging business, together with some case
studies, this paper intends to point out two critical elements, to bear in mind, when countering online
disinformation, in order to support the activity of the working groups of the Board in detecting suitable
technical and marketing solutions, and in self-regulating the phenomenon.
Considering the phenomenon complexity of the online disinformation dissemination, the following paragraphs
will include the presentation of case studies, which delineate some general archetypes, useful to pinpoint
typical and prominent features of online disinformation phenomena, such as polarisation and hate speech that
are triggered and fuelled by fake news. However, those cases cannot be exhaustive due to the vast array of
online information distortions and the multiplicity of available strategies and technologies in the processes of
creating, producing, distributing and promoting fake contents.

2. Definitions and scoping
The debate on online disinformation sparked at the international level mainly in 2016, first during the electoral
campaign for the United Kingdom referendum to leave the European Union (i.e. Brexit) and then more strongly
following the USA presidential elections, with the spread of several studies on the propagation of fake news
during that electoral campaign.
Since November 2016, studies and surveys have proven the massive dissemination of fake news on the main
online platforms (especially Facebook)7 as well as the presence of accounts delivering false and biased
information8 - i.e. advertising materials on the electoral campaign, of which space were purchased by Russian
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Cf. Silverman C., This Analysis Shows How Fake Election News Stories Outperformed Real News On Facebook, 16th November
2016, www.buzzfeed.com; Shavit N., Data on Facebook’s fake news problem, 29th November 2016, www.jumpshot.com; Pagella
Politica per AGI, Referendum e fact checking: la notizia più condivisa è una bufala, 2nd December 2016, https://tinyurl.com/ydy44526
8
Cf. Silverman C. et al., Hyperpartisan Facebook Pages Are Publishing False And Misleading Information At An Alarming Rate, 20th
October 2016, www.buzzfeed.com; Albright J., The #Election2016 Micro-Propaganda Machine, November 2016, www.medium.com
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fake accounts9. Subsequently, academic evidence-based large-scale research have stressed the scope of fake
news dissemination10 in quantitative terms, calling the attention of the scientific community on a pathological
phenomenon undermining the principle of information correctness.
This is why, at the end of 2016, the Oxford Dictionary designated post-truth, “an adjective defined as
‘relating to or denoting circumstances in which objective facts are less influential in shaping public opinion
than appeals to emotion and personal belief’11”, as the word of the year.
Rather than post-truth, the expression fake news has marked the debate. This term is used indistinctly to
indicate a wide range of concepts, with different critical issues, including:





news coming from sources which have not been professionally and adequately verified
satirical news that, out of context, may be perceive as real by citizens
news coming from sources fuelling conspiracy or plotting theories
news coming from sources specialised in gossips or rumours and pseudoscience, characterised by
unverified current events or scientific breakthroughs.
 hate news coming from sources promoting racism, misogyny, homophobia and other forms of
discrimination
 (entirely or partially) correct news with sensationalist titling for click-baiting purposes
 news coming from sources providing biased information to support determined opinions and political
orientations12
 contents reproducing only the news form, not its purpose and organisational process13
In light of the above, it is evident that the fake news expression – also according to its recent use14 in a generic
and excessively inclusive way15 – turns out to be unsuitable to grasp the variety of online disinformation issues
and to operatively determine the features relevant to the Technical Roundtable, which has been conceived to
focus on the concept of online disinformation.
For this reason, news, rather than contents, are the core of the Technical Roundtable study. News which may
be completely invented, produced or spread in order to deceive the audience and to manipulate their orientation
by using emotional status, for ideological, political or economic reasons 16. The significance of online
disinformation is, indeed, closely linked to the extent that the phenomenon has negative consequences on the
formation of public opinion, hence from a social and political point of view. Clearly, the Italian
Communications Authority (AGCOM), is strongly interested in this topic, as pluralism and fair information
are among its founding values. To this end, AGCOM has decided to focus its parallel industry inquiries on the
the supply-side of news distribution within on online platforms (see the sector-inquiry“Piattaforme digitali e
sistema dell’informazione”- digital platform and information system).
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In the USA, the matter has been discussed in the Senate and on it the bill Honest Ads Act was based. Currently, the Russia interference
in the 2016 US electoral presidential campaign is under special investigation by the FBI director Robert Mueller. Also Facebook has
published a document on foreign interferences in the same electoral campaign: Weedon J., Nuland W., Stamos A. (2017), Information
Operations on Facebook. For further information, see below, para. 6.2.
10
Cf., among others, Alcott H., Gentzkow, M. (2017), “Social Media and Fake News in the 2016 Election”, Journal of Economic
Perspectives, 31 (2), pp. 211–236; Vosoughi S., Roy D., Aral S. (2018), “The spread of true and false news online”, Science, 359(6380),
pp. 1146-1151.
11
https://en.oxforddictionaries.com/word-of-the-year/word-of-the-year-2016
12
Reworking based on Zimdars M. (2016), False, Misleading, Clickbait-y, and Satirical “News” Sources.
13
Lazer D.M.J. et al. (2018), “The science of fake news”, Science, 359 (6380), pp. 1094-1096.
14
The term “fake news” originally was applied also to traditional media (cf. Center for Media and Democracy (2016), Fake TV News:
Widespread and Undisclosed).
15
Cf, among others, Tandoc Jr. E. C., Lim Z. W., Ling R. (2017), “Defining ‘Fake News’: A Typology of Scholarly Definitions”,
Digital Journalism, 5 (7), pp. 1-17.
16
Cf. Pennycook G., Cannon D., Rand D.G. (2017), Prior exposure increases perceived accuracy of fake news, mimeo. On the spread
of fake news for ideological purposes cf. Lewis R., Marwick A., “Taking the Red Pill: Ideological Motivations for Spreading Online
Disinformation”, in Schudson, M. et al. (2017), Understanding and Addressing the Disinformation Ecosystem; on the spread of fake
news for economic purposes, especially through online ad flows, cf. Tambini D. (2017), Fake News: Public Policy Responses.
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With this in mind, it is necessary a preliminary reassessment of all the terms and notions that so far have
marked the taxonomy debate on pathological phenomena of the online information system. The objective is to
provide definitions that meet the operative needs of the Technical Roundtable and are sufficiently adaptable
to probable changes in an evolving context,
As the debate at the international level tends to step away from the pragmatic concept of “fake news”,
nowadays the term refers to a host of phenomena englobing such expressions as “disorders”, “interferences”,
“distortions”, “failures”, “contamination” of online information. Nevertheless, it is a vast group of phenomena
with different characteristics, purposes, intentions and implications in terms of safeguarding media pluralism.
In this regard, the most recent attempts of phenomena classification17 have led to the identification of some
macro-categories.
Misinformation occurs when information is created starting from inaccurate or untruthful contents without a
malicious intent, but users have believed that it is based on real facts. In this case, the information spread is
proved to be incorrect due to a wrong understanding of facts, superficiality, not verifying sources or purposely
not doing it to ridicule or to mock. Satire and parody (information contents that are deliberately false and
intensified, and may be perceived as real and spread to deride aspects or people of contemporary life)
misleading information (the deceiving use of information to frame topics or people) and false connections
(when titles, images and wordings do not match the information content) fall into this category.
Malinformation occurs when information contents are based on real facts (usually private), but the way facts
are contextualised make them viral with the specific aim to damage individuals, organisations or countries, or
to support or discredit an argumentation. Some examples of this type of information disorders are information
leaks that may promote hate speech or online harassment, or the news amplification based on real facts to prove
or challenge a certain thesis.
Disinformation occurs when online information contents are manipulated with both falseness and malicious
intent. This category includes all those types of false information – that may be perceived as real – deliberately
created to emotionally damage individuals, social groups, organisations or countries, or to support or discredit
an argumentation, and purposely spread for political, ideological or commercial reasons (click baiting
included). Since it has also a viral nature – the attitude, according to the addressed topic, to convey emotional
status and perceptions on a large scale – it is mainly delivered on online platforms, that intensify its massive
propagation. For instance, there are false contextualisation (truthful contents shared within false information
about the context), contents delivered by false sources (contents delivered by false sources personifying
genuine sources), contents created artificially (completely false or unfounded contents created to deceive or
damage) and manipulated news (truthful information or images purposely manipulated to deceive).
Additionally, some relevant studies have added other types of categories, which are information operations
and propaganda. To be precise, the term “information operations”, coined by the military field, refers to a
strategical use of technological, operative/military and psychological resources to affect informative skills of
rival individuals/organisations – of political, economic, state nature – to support individuals/organisations
sharing common ideological, political, economic perspectives. Instead, the term “propaganda” is used to
indicate an online information disorder, characterised by selective presentations of information, persuasive
contexts, emotional impacts by political, economic or state stakeholders.
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Cf. Report of the Council of Europe, Information disorder: Toward an interdisciplinary framework for research and policy making,
(2017), commissioned to First Draft and Shorenstein Center on Media, Politics and Public Policy/Harvard Kennedy School and realised
by Claire Wardle and Hossein Derakhshan, https://rm.coe.int/information-disorder-toward-an-interdisciplinary-framework-forresearc/168076277c ; Wardle C. (2017), “Fake news. It’s Complicated”, First Draft News, https://firstdraftnews.org/fake-newscomplicated/; Jack C. (2017), Lexicon Of Lies. Terms for Problematic Information, https://datasociety.net.
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Despite the diversity within the above-mentioned categories in terms of critical informative contents and
phenomena, it still is possible to identify common prominent aspects.
Firstly, all the previous categories cover the online content distribution. Therefore, it should be mentioned that
the characteristics of the means – especially online platforms – contribute to promoting the dissemination of
news and triggering phenomena of viral information contents. On online platforms, the mechanism of
automatic personalisation, on the one hand, and users sharing contents, on the other, foster the mushrooming
of distorted fake news, their quick spread and viral propagation. On the top of that, there is the growing
technique, exclusive online, to disseminate those contents through the so-called bots (automated accounts
personifying humans) with the specific purpose to create, amplify and speed up the spread of determined
information, artfully sparking the snowball effect.
Secondly, information distortions of those categories encompass a four-stage process: creation, production,
distribution and content exploitation. First, the message to be spread is created; then, it is transformed into an
online information product; thirdly, the same content is posted and spread among users, supposing that once
the product is public can be edited (becoming a new product) and relaunched by users; fourthly, the contents
are exploited to reach the set goal, probably producing an economic gain in the immediate future or later (see
below, para. 3).
In conclusion, among those categories two components of the phenomenon can be identified – a subjective
component, when considering the individuals involved, hence the source of the message, e.g. creators,
producers, distributors, and message receivers; an objective component, when considering the object of the
information message spread. As for the subjective component, the sources of the messages may be publishing
firms, politicians, group of users etc., along with bots, as already mentioned. There are also multiple underlying
motivations to create and disseminate determined news messages, they may be economic (maximizing
revenues through advertising sales), political (discrediting a political party to support another one), ideological
(advocating a specific ideology or opinion). Consequently, the individuals detected as receivers of the message
may vary according to the types and motivations of the individuals spreading news. Choosing the target
depends on users, as they have their networks of strong and weak, online and offline bonds with other
individuals and can act differently – from clicking a news link up to reacting to that news, sharing it,
commenting it and even participating in its debate and posting their images, pictures and videos. As to the
objective component, the information message is defined by the format (text, audio, video, etc.), the duration
(messages may be conceived to be delivered with a long-term or short-term effect or just for an instant), the
degree of falseness/incorrectness/manipulation, that is the intention to produce a bias leading to hate speech
and hate harm.
Additionally, the distinction between the subjective and objective component can affect the methodological
approach adopted to study the issue. On the one hand, there are studies investigating online information
distortions, focusing on the information sources, therefore analysing a selection of sources (e.g. websites and
webpages) identified (generally by independent organisations) as spreaders of deceiving and fake news18. On
the other, some studies look at the content conveyed, exploring a selection of messages/news classified as fake
by independent organisations19. However, there also studies applying a mixed methodological approach that
rely on the news sources as well as the news contents20.
According to the previous considerations, it is possible to schematise the main concepts and to accurately
delineate the Technical Roundtable object of study:
18

Cf., among other, Del Vicario M., Bessi A., Zollo F., Petroni F., Scala A., Caldarelli G., Stanley H. E., Quattrociocchi W. (2016),
“The Spreading of Misinformation Online”, Proceedings of the National Academy of Science 113(3); Fletcher R., Cornia A., Graves
L., Nielsen R. K. (2018), Measuring the reach of “fake news”and online disinformation in Europe.
19
Cf., for instance, Vosoughi S., Roy D., Aral S. (2018), “The spread of true and false news online”, cit.
20
Cf., for instance, Bessi A., Coletto M., Davidescu G. A., Scala A., Caldarelli G., Quattrociocchi W. (2015), “Science vs Conspiracy:
Collective Narratives in the Age of Misinformation”, PLoS ONE 10(2).
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DEFINITION
FAKE NEWS
ONLINE
MISINFORMATION
ONLINE
MALINFORMATION
ONLINE
DISINFORMATION

The term is often used in a broad and generic way to indistinctly indicate a wide range
of information. It can be used to indicate completely invented news, artificially created,
even having a sensationalist and pure clickbaiting character.
A category of untrue or inaccurately reported informative contents disclosed on the
Internet, which can be accepted as real, but not created with malicious intent.
A category of news content based on real facts (also private) disclosed on the Internet
and contextualized so that they can also be viral and convey a message with the specific
intent to damage a person, an organization or a country, or affirm / discredit a thesis.
Category of news contents, even sponsored, artfully created in order to be plausible,
marked not only by the falsity of the facts, but also by their contagiousness, as well as
by the malicious intent of publication and dissemination. The content is built around a
message with the precise intention of damaging a person, an organization or a country,
or affirming / discrediting a thesis, deceiving the public. The malicious dissemination of
this informative content can take place for political/ideological purposes or for economic
reasons (attraction of the greatest possible number of clicks and monetization through
advertising sales).
These contents are disseminated massively through online platforms.
The same can be of various formats (text, audio, video, etc.) and cover different types of
topics and themes, including those of specific institutional interest to the AGCOM, i.e.
falling within the scope of the so-called hard news (by way of example : politics, news,
current affairs, economics, science, health, environment and territory, government and
public administration, etc.).

The above definitions also suggest that three are the fundamental stages to take into account when classifying
online information distortions – producing information contents (content falseness, contagious nature,
underlying malicious intent, creators’ politico-ideological or economic reasons to spread their contents),
disseminating information (massively), impacting media pluralism. In summary:
A. PRODUCING INFORMATION CONTENTS
 Content falseness (objective component): spreading false, unfounded, manipulated or
untruthfully reported contents artfully created to seem plausible in the media environment
 Contagious nature (subjective component): the attitude of news contents that, according to
the topic addressed, the interest level and the language used, convey emotional status and
perceptions among users, affecting the receivers’ behaviour (agency). Based on the most
recent evidence of the scientific literature21, it is possible to detect contagious indicators: the
polarisation level, also endogenic, of the topic addressed (an issue is polarised when it may
cause or escalate division of individuals in different groups)22 and the content slant
(positive/negative, in favour/against)
 Malicious intent (subjective component): spreading fake contents, built on a message with
the aim of deceiving people to intentionally damage an individual (natural people, groups of
people, organisations or companies), or of supporting/discrediting a thesis
21

Cf. Del Vicario, M., Quattrociocchi, W., Scala, A., & Zollo, F. (2018), “Polarization and Fake News: Early Warning of Potential
Misinformation Targets”, arXiv preprint arXiv:1802.01400
22
More in general, ideological polarisation stands for the single result of that social process of dividing and fragmenting the population
into different separeted groups, that are uncommunicative with each other about dividing topics. Cf. Sunstein, C. R. (2002), “The Law
of Group Polarization”, Journal of Political Philosophy, 10(2), pp. 175–195; Idem (2017), #Republic. Divided Democracy in the Age
of Social Media, Princeton University Press. The level of content polarisation may be clearly associated with its capacity of generating
echo chamber or confirmation bias phenomena in specific user groups (cf. Quattrociocchi, W., Scala, A. & Sunstein, C. (2016), “Echo
Chambers on Facebook”, working paper).
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Political-ideological or economic reasons (subjective component): defending a specific
ideology or supporting a determined political perspective/opinion or maximizing profits
thanks to advertising sales

B. DISSEMINATING INFORMATION
 Massive dissemination: spreading fake, deceiving, etc., contents on online platforms through
spamming or automatic systems and techniques (e.g. bots) to reach a viral propagation
C. IMPACTING MEDIA PLURALISM


Effects on the formation of public opinion and on the political agenda: information
contents affecting the formation of public opinion as well as the priorities of the socio-political
debates concerning politics, current affairs and news items, science and health, government
and public administration, territory and environment, economics and finance issues

The presence of all the six elements indicates a form of information disorders, which are relatable to the cases
of online disinformation (Figure 1). As for online misinformation and malinformation, they are the result of a
combination of the above-mentioned elements, therefore if compared to online disinformation, content
falseness, malicious intent or massive dissemination may be absent. Regarding the potential contagious nature
of contents, in misinformation and malinformation disorders, it may be present or absent depending on the
type of topic addressed (e.g. heated, polarised issue):
Figure 1 – Online information distortions
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In conclusion, online information disorders, including the above-mentioned phenomena of misinformation,
malinformation and disinformation that affect the formation of public opinion, are all the Technical Roundtable
objects of study.

3. The supply chain of online fake contents
Although information distortions are as old as time, specific environmental conditions of the digital era have
transformed disinformation into a primarily pervasive phenomenon, which has turned out to be more effective
and more difficult to be detected compared to the past. This has been caused by the change in spreading tools,
the propagation speed, the ability of understanding the phenomenon by those that become passive amplifiers
as well as the familiarity with the underlying cognitive mechanisms.
According to a growing number of empirical studies, the new elements regard a variety of features –
technologies, economic aspects of disinformation, social dynamics. Technological evolution has fostered the
creation, production and distribution of fake contents, especially online. Moreover, the production-anddistribution-related costs have dropped significantly, as have the costs to enter the “fake news market”, opening
the door to an extensive array of producers. From the perspective of the users as news receivers, they have
shown an amount of mistrust towards traditional media and a tendency to believe more in online information.
This is the result of a combination of typical online consumption patterns, innate human characteristics and
historical context (see below).
Those factors impact the effects produced by online disinformation and the ways it develops. By considering
how virally fake news spread online and how polarising they are, the effects on public opinion are define by
emotionality, rooting, extensiveness in spreading and lasting over time,
Online disinformation is characterised by a specific modus operandi – it may also belong to single individuals,
conscious, or unconscious, and may potentially become very common and lower the level of critical attention
towards online information, ending up in a sort of state of mind.
This way of working can become extremely structured. This is way, online disinformation disorders, in the
broadest sense of its phenomenology (see below), include an organised sequence of actions, which are
necessary to put the fake content online. This process may be considered as a full-fledged supply chain of
fake contents (Figure 2), structured or less structured according to individuals’ initiatives and their
motivations. Indeed, critical phenomena of online information may also be triggered and spread without any
economic, ideological or political reasons. In some cases, single individuals are not always full aware of the
consequences of their actions on the formation of public opinion, so by taking initiatives, they create and
distribute online fake contents. In this regard, the supply chain is chiefly a way to frame a series of activities
logically ordered, without any determined strategy and supporting organisation.

9

Figure 2 – The supply chain of fake contents
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Fundamentally, it is possible to single out four main stages in the supply chain of fake contents: first the
message creation; second the content production, when the message is integrated or turned into an information
product; third the content distribution; fourth the exploitation of fake content for monetary or non-monetary
reasons.
In step 1, the message to deliver is created through fake content, which may vary according to the creators’
objective and the target audience of the disinformation strategy. To be effective, the message tends to be
audience-tailored also to encourage and involve the audience in further spreading the content. For this reason,
some elements are singled out to prepare the assets23 essential both to create the message and to produce its
information content. They include:


Users’ profile and the target audience: accuracy in profiling users ensures effectiveness to arrange
fake messages and contents for the target audience; in the distribution, it enables a focused spread of
contents by increasing the effectiveness of the disinformation campaign and the value of advertising
sales, so it ends up funding websites and platforms with fake contents24



Analysing the context and choosing the relevant topics for the message: the analysis of online heated
debates within certain communities, pinpointing the most likely catalysing topics and promoting the
dissemination of fake contents. Those hot topics depend on the economic, social and political context
as well as the cultural background, to which the target group belongs. They also change over time and
fairly rapidly, so a regular monitoring is needed, especially with a disinformation campaign of
medium-long term objectives. Moreover, according to recent scientific studies, it should be explored
the dividing topics potentially polarising25



The way individuals process information: given that information proliferates online, the message
should exploit heuristics of the human cognitive system to find its way within the complexity of the
web world, rich in inputs, information and insights. The content should also affect cognitive biases of
individuals to meet information needs as well as receivers’ expectations in terms of matching their
beliefs, emotional involvement and common world view. The message contents of disinformation
campaigns should satisfy and exploit users’ trends of reading and sharing information in line with their
opinions (confirmation bias) and their potential interests within echo chambers, where public opinion
is formed increasingly polarised. Those messages should be designed to be consumed incidentally in
informative contexts (online platforms) with a broad array of contents coming from diverse sources
(friends, acquaintances, groups, sponsored posts, publishers, etc.) 26

Moreover, those factors (target group, context and cognitive process) affect the choice of the communication
code27, thus the language used to compose the message (words, images, sounds) and the narrative logic, in
other words the way the message is framed.
By analysing all those three elements, it is possible to detect messages with specific characteristics and
determined structures (see below, para. 5 and 6)28.
In step 2, the message turns into an information product, namely a text (e.g. posts or articles), an image, a
video or a combination of those elements. In this stage, the communication code is enhanced to the extent that
many forms of fake contents can be observed from different perspectives, as shown by the many efforts to
23

On the fake news ecosystem, see also the reconstruction activity made by PHD Italia, http://www.phdmedia.com/italy/ecosistemafake-news/.
24
Cf. EDPS (2018), Opinion on online manipulation and personal data.
25
Cf. Del Vicario M., Quattrociocchi W., Scala A., Zollo F. , Polarization and Fake News, op. cit.
26
Cf. AGCOM, Report on Information Consumption, op. cit..
27
Cf. Wardle, C. & Derakhshan, H. (2017), Information disorder: Toward an interdisciplinary framework for research and policy
making, Council of Europe.
28
In general, relevant studies outlines that, to draw recipient’s attention, the message capacity of provoking and emotional reaction, a
strong visual component stimulating the brain to rapidly process information, a convincing story, repeating the message are key. A
credible message must appear recognisable and familiar; it must be seed as credible by other individuals; it must be delivered by
multiple websited (e.g. through sharing, likes, comments, re-tweets); it must match individual’s expectations about it form and content;
it must support recipients’ beliefs; it must have a persuasive intent.
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analyse and classify them (see above, para. 2). For instance, according to the “manipulation” level of the
message, the content ranges from completely false, information created from scratch, to information based on
real facts, but then manipulated. The manipulation may concern the content message (manipulated contents),
contextual information (false contextualisation), titles, images, or wordings (false connection), sources; up to
parodic and satirical or even deceiving contents, when manipulation may affect the message framing.
Furthermore, a common online practice, also within fake contents, is the adoption of a communication code
between commercial and informative communication. Examples are contents of sponsored disinformation and
dark ads that, thanks to technologies, profile and personalise messages delivered in the spread-sale system of
online advertising, while offering new forms of innovative communication to users (developed in the
advertising world, such as native advertising) by telling a “story”, which is more appealing and credible
compared to advertising communication (see below, para. 5)29.
In step 3, the fake content is published online and becomes available. This stage implies the choice of the
distribution channel (or channels) and of the media context in which the content is set. The first may be a
website (e.g. publisher’s websites, social platforms, blogs, forums, etc.) or an application (e.g. instant
messaging). Those tools tend to be the most used channels especially because they remain anonymous easily,
they rely on peer-to-peer mechanisms, which recipients deem as more credible, and the distribution costs are
almost irrelevant. By contrast, the media context includes the network of contents (i.e. texts, images, sounds)
delivered on online and offline media. At this stage, the surrounding media context and/or together with fake
contents is defined and is particularly crucial for the reliability of the message.
In step 4, fake contents are exploited, in other words either they may generate profits, in the near future or
later, adopting a series of commercial strategies, or they may reach their set targets without an economic gain.
This depends on the underpinning reasons, as the analysis on disinformation with politico-ideological purposes
will show (see below, para. 6).
As to economic gains in commercial strategies of short-medium term, there are two major remuneration
sources for producers – the advertising resources and, sometimes, users’ direct contribution obtained with
fraudulent actions. In longer-term strategies, the economic return may derive from disinformation campaigns
that, tarnishing the image and reputation of competitor companies, aim to steal market shares. Eventually, there
are also hybrid strategies, where politico-ideological and economic purposes coexist. They may affect the
market assets to the extent of strengthening the economic position of some individuals within a company at
the expense of others, resulting in economic benefits for creators.

1.1 INDIVIDUALS
The ubiquity of individuals is a feature linked to the decentralised nature of the internet, and present in every
online information disorder. It intervenes in several ways during the different phases of the supply chain and
implies the difficulty in pinpointing people geographical location. On the top of that, there is a high number of
individuals, very different to each other, that operate in the four stages. They may be identified as follows:
creators of contents or the entire campaign, operators of various activities across the supply chain, recipients
that may themselves relaunch the content or change it, transforming it again and generating another, more
similar or different, fake content.
Creators, for instance, may act during all the stages and include single individuals, publishing companies or
not, organisations with different purposes (cultural, ideological, political, criminal), intelligence services,
governments and states.
The operator category comprises people contributing to the creation and production of fake contents,
sometimes overlapping with the creators themselves. They are individuals, groups of users recruited
29

On those themes cf. also CRS, Centre for the Reform of the State, NEXA Center for Internet & Society, P&R Foundation (2018),
Persuasori social. Trasparenza e democrazia nelle campagne elettorali digitali.
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intentionally, or real organisations processing fake contents and messages. In the latter case, some studies and
reports have outlined the existence of organisations specialised in designing and implementing disinformation
campaigns30.
In the distribution stage, the individuals implementing disinformation strategies – single individuals, groups
or small/big organisations – may use either automatic mechanisms such as bots, which manage to publish and
distribute fake contents, or a variety of false accounts or social profiles. At this step, other players step in –
publishers and online platforms as well as the same users/recipients of contents, that by unconsciously
relaunching fake contents promote their dissemination.
In this regard, although the spread process has been studied recently and still needs to be explored thoroughly31,
it is possible to observe some key individuals that launch and promote online fake contents: trolls, influencers,
false social profiles and accounts, and the so-called fake tanks32. In general, interaction mechanisms of social
platforms enable any individual to actively promote online fake contents by conveying emotional status that
feed viral propagations.

1.2 MOTIVATIONS
With respect to online information distortions, the motivations driving the fake news creators are multiple,
diverse and usually ambiguous.
They may be distinguished as it follows:


Economic motivations, of short-medium term (aiming to reach an economic gain through advertising
and/or fraudulent actions) and of long term (aiming to reach an economic gain through many strategies
targeted to discredit competitor companies or affecting their value in the financial market)



Political-ideological motivations



Psychological motivations, linked to the will of individuals to affirm themselves on online
communities



Ludic-satirical motivations

Economic and politico-ideological motivations may overlap and coexist within a single strategy, hence it turns
out to be difficult, at times, to identify creators’ objectives of disinformation campaigns.

1.3 TECHNOLOGICAL RESOURCES
Technology, which is linked to way the web and its online related services work, simplifies all the activities
regarding online information disorders, such as designing information, fake content distribution as well as
recipients re-producing a modified version of the content they originally received.

30

Cf. Wardle, C. & Derakhshan, H. , Information dìsorder, op. cit.; Trend Micro, (2017), The Fake News Machine: How Propagandists
Abuse the Internet and Manipulate the Public. The Trend Micro study, which analysed the supply of fake news services, reports
accurate figures on the implementation of a disinformation campaign, according to a real price list.
31
For a short review, the Interim report Big Data produced by the Authority cit.; Martens B., Aguiar L., Gomez-Herrera E., MuellerLanger F. (2018), The digital transformation of news media and the rise of disinformation and fake news, JCR Digital Economy
Working Paper 2018-02; Zannettou S., Sirivianos M., Blacburn J., Kourtellis N. (2018), The Web of False Information: Rumors, Fake
News, Hoaxes, Clickbait, and various Other Shenanigans.
32
The British Parliament investigation shows the existence of completely artificial think tanks, developed on specific projects
(disinformation ones included) often headed by secret sponsors. Whereas, there may also be more structured organisations operating
on
various
topics
as
independent
entities,
sometimes
acting
as
hidden
lobbies.
See
http://data.parliament.uk/writtenevidence/committeeevidence.svc/evidencedocument/culture-media-and-sport-committee/fakenews/written/47967.html.
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Technological resources have a major and complex function along the entire supply chain of online fake
news; in this regard, they play a double role in online information disorders – direct and indirect. On the one
hand, technology provides tools that may be immediately used by producers and distributers of disinformation
contents within the supply chain; on the other, technologies impact the phenomenon indirectly, to the extent
that they create a favourable climate to spread disinformation.
In general, the technologies used to manage online contents, whether fake or not, are the same and may also
turn out to be useful to contrast online disinformation issues. Indeed, technologies per se are “neutral”, even
though in the “fake news market” some services are based on them33.
As for technological instruments used by the actors across the supply chain, web analytics systems, tracking
surfing activities of users, have been equipping with increasingly sophisticated methods (see below) to single
out online activities, because of the extensive and complicated scenario of the creation phase. Thanks to that,
they can obtain or infer information on preferences, tastes, online and offline purchasing patterns and
individual psychological features34. This, along with the availability of big data on users and the use of artificial
intelligence systems, enables them to effectively tailor messages to a specific audience and analyse online hot
topics within the targeted user community35.
In the creation and production phase, there are also software that manipulate contents (videos, images, sounds,
texts) easily as well as generate contents automatically.
In the distribution and dissemination of fake news, more technological elements are involved – posting systems
on social networks, that may be provided by those selling clicks, likes, views or followers; software creating
and managing bots; servers for a simultaneous management of multiple devices, thus real profiles.
In the exploitation phase, technologies, algorithms, protocols, platforms to manage advertising transactions
through automatic servers (ad servers, DSPs, demand-side platforms, and SSPs, sell-side platforms) and even
platforms managing affiliation programmes, other than data management platforms (which collect, store and
arrange users’ data from online and offline sources to profile digital advertising campaigns) play an important
role in monetising fake contents with advertising profits (see below, par 5.1).
As to the indirect role of technology, there are online platform algorithms that are key in incentivising the
process of spreading online disinformation contents. Especially search algorithms, which rank contents showed
in search results36, and those, used by social networks, automatically personalise contents viewed, enabling
users to act and react in multiple ways37. While those mechanisms improve the ability of profiling users
(essential in the creation, production and monitoring of the disinformation campaign), they enhance the spread
of fake contents38.

33

Cf. Brundage M. (2018), The Malicious Use of Artificial Intelligence: Forecasting, Prevention, and Mitigation; Ghosh D., Scott B.
(2018), #Digitaldeceit – The Technologies Behind Precision Propaganda on the Internet, Shorenstein Center on Media, Politics and
Public Policy, Harvard Kennedy School.
34
The net access to numerous data on users, together with improved predicting models and psychometrics advances, enables to process
also the user psychological profile and personality. Cf. As to one of the first applications of data coming from social media, Kosinski
M., Stillwell D., Graepel T. (2013), Private traits and attributes are predictable from digital records of human behavior, PNAS, 110
(15) 5802-5805.
35
Cf. Agcom (2018), Big data, Interim report, op. cit.
36
As explained below, the search algorithm can be bypassed intentionally, to lead search results for some hours before the search
engine manage to correct the distortion (i.e. SEO strategies). For instance, SMMS (social media management service) softwares,
managing ad campaign on many social media (by combining machine learning algorithms and online ad technologies), are very
powerful instruments for those conducting online disinformation strategies irrespective of their underlying aims (commercial or
politico-ideological).
37
Cf. AGCOM (2018), Big data, cit.
38
For instance, SMMS (social media management service) softwares, managing ad campaign on many social media (by combining
machine learning algorithms and online ad technologies), are very powerful instruments for those conducting online disinformation
strategies irrespective of their underlying aims (commercial or politico-ideological).
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1.4 ECONOMIC RESOURCES
Although there are no reliable quantitative data available39 on the economic resources to invest in the creation,
production and distribution of online fake contents, and on the earning prospects coming from their spread,
their cost structure consists in low production costs and nearly irrelevant distribution costs. This characteristic,
together with possible profits generated by spreading fake news online, is an incentive for fake news creators
as it makes real business models, based on fake news, sustainable (see below, para.5).
Given the reduced production and distribution costs – thanks to the internet structure as well as the
technological evolution – the barriers to enter the “fake news markets” have lowered. As a result, many actors
(individuals or organisations) are driven to participate in the different steps of the supply chain, not only to
promote disinformation campaigns, but also to perform the diverse activities related to their development.

4. Classification of online disinformation strategies
Creating, producing and distribution fake news are activities constituting a full-fledged supply chain,
especially when they are performed in the disinformation strategy context.
Online disinformation strategies occur when content creators are not single individuals, but permanent or
temporary organisations, sharing specific interests, driven by the same determined economic or politicoideological aims, with financial, technological and organisational resources, and a clear target audience.
Additionally, those strategies are identified by a series of disinformation actions that do not imply single
sporadic episodes, but a regular posting and/or re-posting of fake news; therefore, the duration of
disinformation campaigns vary over time. In such cases, fake contents spread clearly fall into disinformation
phenomena, which are characterised precisely by intentionality and massive dissemination, other than affecting
information pluralism (see below, para. 1).
To sum up, it is possible to classify strategies according to the creators’ purposes (see above, para. 3.3) –
commercial strategies, with economic purposes, politico-ideological strategies, and since a purpose does not
exclude the other, hybrid strategies will be also considered – and to their duration, medium-short-term and
long-term strategies.
Combining those two factors – duration and purpose – generates different types of disinformation strategies
(Figure 3) with different features in terms of creators, disinformation content characteristics, economic flows,
as shown in real cases.

39

Some figures have been reported by national or international press news (e.g. it is estimated that profits range from 1,000 euros per
day to dozens of thousands of euros per month). In the USA, in a Washington Post interview back to 2016, the fake news creator Paul
Horner, said that he earned 10,000 dollars monthly by GoogleAdSense, reaching also 10,000 dollars daily for more viral stories.
Another investigation published by NBC revealed that the Madedonia business involving young people in the last US electoral
campaign, allegedly generated about 5,000 dollars monthly.
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Figure 3 – Online disinformation strategies

Those types will be analysed separately. In paragraph 5, commercial strategies with economic purpose will be
explored as well as medium-short-term strategies, based on advertising resources (para. 5.1), on fraudulent
actions to the detriment of users (para. 5.2), and long-term strategies hinged on commercial disinformation
(para. 5.3). By contrast, in paragraph 6, politico-ideological strategies will be investigated.

5. Commercial strategies and business models of online disinformation
3.1 Online advertising-funded disinformation
This paragraph examines online disinformation strategies aiming to maximise profits by selling advertising
space. They are information distortions marked by not only false and contagious contents (objective
component), publishing malicious intent, massive dissemination of contents and affecting information
pluralism (see above, para. 2), but also a specific underlying economic purpose, which draws, with framing
and an emotional leverage, as many users as possible (i.e. click baiting) exploited through advertising revenues
(subjective component).
The difference among those strategies lies in the use of technologies, protocols, online platforms, algorithms
and automatic mechanism that ensure the functioning of the trading system of online advertising. They are
used by actors that implement this type of strategies, to attract traffic to their websites and then sell the
advertising contacts gained to publishers 40.

40

Ghosh D., Scott B., #Digitaldeceit, op. cit.
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In other terms, the actors conducting online disinformation strategy, in order to draw people and traffic to their
websites to be exploited in terms of adverting sales, rely on the same technological tools developed to make
an advertising campaign more efficient and effective, by benefiting from the internet dark areas.
Provided that those strategies are developed according to a determined business model, based precisely on
online advertising, it is pivotal to evaluate the functioning of the trading system of online advertising space.
Following, the major changes in the system will explain how the spread of online fake news can be profitable,
to the extent that disinformation strategies have been designed on this business model.
Advertising space trading is based on different mechanisms in accordance with the kind of advertisement
(search, social, display, email), the sales channel (direct, through their sales power and indirect, through
advertising intermediaries such as media centres, ad networks), and the ways of negotiating (traditional,
implying a direct negotiation between the parties or trading automatic models). For instance, the automatic
models of online ad trading consist in the use of automated technological platforms that connect purchasers
(advertisers/media centres via DSPs) with sellers (advertising sale companies/publishers via SSPs). In this
way, thanks to their ads, they can reach profiled users, and according to the analysed information, they will
also be able to draw the attention of their target audience.
As illustrated in Figure 4 (a simplified process of online programmatic advertising trading), on the demand
side there are online advertisers, who are interested in reaching a determined target of user group. Those
operators, whether via direct or indirect channels, purchase advertising space on websites. According to the
data collected, they deliver the message matching specific socio-demographic profiles, that accounts for a cost
based on views, namely the number of actions done, (clicks, filling forms, purchasing) or time spent by surfing
on the internet. Instead on the supply side, there are publishers, who provide content and horizontal web
services (search engines, portals, social networks, content aggregators) and vertical ones (information and
entertainment websites). They have designed their website to create specific space for one or a combination of
advertising forms, which are associated with ad tags, enabling ad servers (software managing and distributing
ad campaigns and their contents via webpages) to insert advertisements.
Publishers, through their ad sale companies, make their inventory available to their intermediaries (ad networks
or search engines, social networks and so forth) and receive a reward by the different intermediating platforms
considering the number of distributed impressions and users actions (click, sharing, buying, time spent on
views).
The means offers the possibility to use advanced and innovative technological tools that reduce the incidence
of transaction costs, resulting in connecting a greater number of advertisers to a similar number of web content
providers. This has promoted the spread of multiple actors active in online advertising intermediation.
Intermediaries’ role is to purchase and manage advertising space of website owners and then sell it back to
advertisers. Along with online advertising sale companies (owners or third parties) operating also on different
means, there are technological platforms, such as ad networks, affiliation networks41 and ad exchanges42.

41

Ad or affiliation networks are intermediaries that aggregate or purchase ad space from a series of websites and then sale this inventory
to advertisers. Their function is to aggregate ad space joining the network, to promote this space to advertisers and to distribute ads
across the network websites. Cf. Assocom, FCP-Assointernet, Fedoweb, Fieg, Iab Italia, Netcomm, Unicom, UPA, Libro Bianco sulla
comunicazione digitale, 2017.
42
Ad exchanges of technological platforms follow a RTB (real time bidding) protocol, which enables advertisers and publishers
(suppliers of content and web services) to dynamically purchase and sell ad space. Cf. Libro Bianco sulla comunicazione digitale, op.
cit.
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Figure 4 - Programmatic advertising

The process of buying and selling advertising space in programmatic advertising
1. The process begins when the user's browser requests a web page of a site that uses the programmatic and calls the ad server
2. The ad server calls the supply side platform (SSP) used by the publisher
3. The SSP calls one or more ad exchanges which in turn make several calls or bid requests to different demand side platforms (DSPs) seeking to obtain the best price
4. The DSPs evaluate the bid requests and decide whether to respond to the ad exchange and how much to offer based on the parameters set as discriminating (price/target/location ...)
5. The ad exchange, according to the rules of the RTB and the publisher's settings on the SSP, selects the highest bid and at what price then transmit the winning ad's URL to the SSP
6.The SSP communicates the winning bid to the ad server that responds with the selected ad to the user's browser and proceeds to pass the creative on the publisher's site
7. Data management platforms (DMPs) collect, aggregate and process data related to the entire process of advertising distribution.
Financial flows of buying and selling advertising space in programmatic advertising
A. The advertiser pays for services provided by: independent media center/trading desk, ad server, provider of web analytics services, rent or DMP construction, ad servers or third-party companies for ad verification
B.The advertiser (or independent media center/trading desk) pays to the DSP the cost of the spaces purchased including the fee agreed with the DSP
C. The DSP pays the SSP based on the impressions purchased (SSP may apply a fee to the DSP or not)
D. The SSP retains an agreed technological fee and returns to the publisher/ ad sale company the value obtained from the sale of advertising space invoiced by the DSP
E. The publisher invoices the ad sale company that retains a part and returns to it. The publisher pays the services obtained (ad server, web analytics, rent/DMP construction, ad verification).
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The above-explained mechanism is the result of a transforming process, fostered by the technological
development which has impacted several features of the online advertising sale sectors over the last 10 years
– 1) advertising formats, 2) user profiling and targeting techniques, 3) growing use of technologies (especially
low artificial intelligence), 4) ways of interacting between advertising supplies and demands, increasingly
relying on automatic sales models rather than direct negotiations, 5) the pricing process43.
This evolution in the advertising system, first, has provided with profit margins all the supply chain operators
of online advertising (publishers, platforms, advertisers, intermediaries); then, it has established an ideal
context, where disinformation strategies with medium-short-term commercial strategies can be developed
(exploiting traffic by selling online ad space to advertisers).
Among all the market factors enhancing the spread of online disinformation phenomena and adexploiting strategies, three points stand out:
A. Increase in the advertiser-publisher gap and decrease in transparency of advertising distribution flows
B. Increase in the complexity of the advertising system and in the exposure risk to ad frauds
C. Increase in the capacity of profiling users and personalising messages, including disinformation
contents for a specific target audience
Each factor will be analysed separately by highlighting its repercussions on online disinformation strategies.

A. Increase in the advertiser-publisher gap and decrease in transparency of advertising
distribution flows
The entire online advertising system and its related profits for actors are directly linked to the capacity of
identifying the specific target audience, the number of views and impressions served, increasing the probability
of users’ actions (e.g. ad clicks) after viewing the ad message. The website ability of generating clicks with
ad contents (including fake news) is, indeed, another fundamental element catalysing ad investments.
Since the advertising trading system is based on the click search by highly-profiled users, the advertisers’
attention has been increasingly focused on the target audience rather than on the website/platform with ads and
its real ability of drawing audience. In addition, there has also been the possibility of automatising negotiating
mechanisms in programmatic advertisements, which has resulted in a distance between ad supply and demand
as well as the proliferation of a high number of operators, technological platforms and intermediaries between
advertisers and publishers. The extreme complexity of the advertising negotiating system tends to make
advertisers, especially those with limited resources, rely on intermediaries by outsourcing all or a great part of
the activities managing their ad campaigns (from planning to trading, ex post verification included).
Such aspects have a direct impact on the proliferation of online disinformation because they foster an
environment, where there is poor ability of controlling the entire negotiating process by ad investors, who
are not able to know, precisely and beforehand, in which sites ad messages will be viewed.
This occurs, despite that all the operators involved can adopt transparency-oriented behaviours. As a matter
of fact, advertisers may set purchasing markers via DSPs not to serve their impressions on illegal websites
(e.g. disinformation websites) or websites against the company’s brand policy (drafting blacklist/whitelist;
agreeing on semantic markers and keywords beforehand to exclude unwanted contents). It is also possible to

43

Online ads may be sold at CPM (cost per mille impression), mainly used in display and video advertising; CPC (cost per click)
normally used in search and classified/directory ads; at performance, namely according to goal achievements (e.g. CPA – cost per
action; CPL cost per lead, CPS – cost per sale, CPO - cost per order); eventually according to other markers such as time or visits (CPV
- cost per visit). Ads on social networks use also other specific models depending on social communication actions (e.g. CPL - cost per
like).
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rely on commercial partners operating transparently44, in other words adopting ad verification tools to comply
with the brand policy in each content as well as action policies to remove visualised ads or block ads.
In general, those transparency-oriented measures, set by varied economic actors, are not effective to contrast
the use of the online advertising system in the disinformation business. There are still advertising space
available to those able to bypass control mechanisms of the online advertising sales systems. In this regard,
single users or groups can exploit technologies, protocols and automatic platforms that ensure the functioning
of the online advertising sales systems as well as the underlying mechanisms and logic of the news distribution
and propagation via social networks. An example is the case of the students living in Veles (see Case 1)
discovered by a CNN investigation45. In detail, it may be observed that the strategy success has been
determined by the polarisation degree of individuals, who become informed via social networks, and the
process according to which the most radicalised pieces of news become viral via those platforms, promoting
the dissemination of online disinformation. In other terms, the students living in Veles have exploited the user
trends to polarise certain topics, creating fake news; by sharing it on social networks, it has become viral,
drawing traffic to their website and thus generating advertising profits in the medium-short term.
This strategy is underpinned by the click baiting phenomenon, which refers to a content spread online with
the objective of attracting the highest number of clicks and so generating more online ad profits. Generally,
click baiting is characterised by sensational and captivating headings, stimulating the sensitiveness and
emotions of viewers, in order to encourage them to share news on social network, thus increasing profits
generated from online ad sales. There is also a link between the ideological polarisation of users toward a
specific issue and their greater engagement toward contents on the same issue spread on social networks. This
connection, together with automatic content created by algorithms, results in viral propagations of radicalised
positions and disinformation. Consequently, the higher the polarising degree of individuals is, the higher the
probability that disinformation content may be spread to generate clicks and so more ad revenues. Against this
scenario, the automatism of ad trading systems has also contributed to the success of this disinformation
strategy. When no transparency measures are applied, it is possible to sell the target audience to maximise
impressions served or clicks on banners, hence profits for all the economic actors involved in the process,
delivering ads on websites regardless of their content falseness.
However, it may be detected as the first phase, when those online disinformation strategies, click-baiting
driven, have been successful in generating significant ad profits for their creators and developers.
Subsequently, the economic sustainability of those strategies has dropped, due to horizontal platforms –
Google and Facebook – that have changed algorithms of automatic content selection to contrast and contain
the spread of online disinformation phenomena 46. For example, Google has recently modified the Google Ads
policy, indicating the categories of forbidden contents and activities47. Since November 2016 it has also
strengthened transparency measures on its policy of misrepresentative contents, spelling out that “Google ads
may not be placed on pages that misrepresent, misstate, or conceal information about you, your content or the
primary purpose of your web property”, providing also not acceptable examples48. Furthermore, transparency
44

It is a way of action of platforms and intermediaries that implies to issue a pre-campaign a statement listing the websites on which a
brand ad may be served, specifying the websites aggregated by third properties (source traffic). During the post assessment phase, this
allows a counting control of all the websites where the ad campaign has been served. Cf. Libro Bianco sulla comunicazione digitale,
op. cit..
45
CNN, The Fake news machine: inside a town gearing up for 2020.
46
Cf. see Facebook press releases, Increasing Our Efforts to Fight False News, By Tessa Lyons, Product Manager, 21st June 2018;
Hard Questions: What’s Facebook’s Strategy for Stopping False News?, 23rd May 2018; Update on Our Advertising Transparency
and Authenticity Efforts, 27th October 2017. As for the Technical Roundtable to ensure pluralism and information correctness on digital
platforms, see also the Facebook report dated 9th May 2018.
47
See Google regulations on ads with forbidden contents (counterfeited items, dangerous products or services, dishonest behaviours,
inappropriate contents) and activities (ad network abuse, data collection and use, false statements) available on the following link
https://support.google.com/adspolicy/answer/6008942?hl=it
48
In regard to policies on deceitful contents, there are examples of conducts potentially deceiving for users: encouraging users to
intereact with contencts through false or unclear excuses; phishing users’ information; promoting contents, products or services
exploiting false, deceitful or dishonet statements (e.g. "Get Rich Quick" models); personifying Google products; falsely stating of
having the membership or approval by another individual, organisation, product or service; orienting contents toward political, social
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measures have been introduced to protect advertisers and to prevent ads from appearing on websites with
contents of doubtful sources or against their values49, that means raising awareness or control of the websites
where those ads will be viewed50. As for Facebook, the strategy aimed to cope with the phenomenon of
spreading fake news is based on the following elements: 1) removing fake accounts against the standard of the
community and the corporate policy, 2) promoting fact-checking tools, 3) reducing the economic benefit
(selling ads, instant articles) by accounts or pages that systematically spread and/or share fake news, 4)
containing the dissemination of fake news through the news feed ranking, so developing information tools
always in the news feed (publishers, previous sharing) to raise users’ awareness, 5) promoting programmes
and actions to educate users, making them able to detect disinformation content51.
In general, the technological evolution enables those implementing disinformation strategies to plan every
single detail - they can adapt to new algorithms creating automatic contents on platforms as well as exploit
advertisers’ difficulties in controlling ad distribution flows through automatic sales models. Therefore, extra
measures are required to extend transparency across the ad system.

CASE 1 - Veles (the Republic of Macedonia), the capital of online disinformation:
polarisation, clickbaiting and online ads
The case presented in this section shows how single users or groups – with limited technological investments, but good
knowledge on digital advertising platforms and news propagation process on social networks – are able to create produce
and distributes disinformation contents to monetise by selling online ads.
This example is extremely suitable when considering that this disinformation strategy involves one of the main platforms
of online ad intermediation (Ad Sense) – which is linked to the main operator for online ad-generating profits worldwide
(Google) – and the major social network (i.e. Facebook), ranking second in terms of overall advertising resources.
At the beginning of 2017, CNN published the findings of an investigation on the presence of at least 100 websites
regarding political information, in which fake news supporting Donald Trump were published (in some they keep being
published). All those websites were managed and owned by users living in Veles, town of slightly over 55,000 people
in the Republic of Macedonia.
The investigation brought to light the existence of a strategy, implemented by single individuals or groups, aimed to
generate profits by selling online ads spread on disinformation websites. The strategy is based on the following features:
 Actors. Creators and developers of this disinformation strategies, discovered by the CNN, were students, usually
minors or young people without job prospects due to the poor local opportunities. They designed a website, where
fake news appeared during the USA electoral campaign. In this regard, the investigation has proved how some
websites examined included only fake news, while in others there were also truthful or partially news contents,
edited starting from contents present in other information websites. To produce disinformation contents, some of
those young actors were helped by other users, living in the USA; in this way, the piece of fake news better met the
expectations of the target audience. In the distribution step, creating false accounts on Facebook made all the
difference – sometimes they were purchased by minors at risible costs and they were used to post disinformation
news contents, to comment and relaunch them on social networks, by exploiting the news propagation process on
this platform. The more views, clicks, sharing, posting or commenting the fake content received – making users
issue or of public interest to users of a third country, while hiding or distorting the real origin country and other personal data. Google
policy is availaible on the following link: https://support.google.com/adsense/answer/1348688?hl=it#Misrepresentative_content
49
As to YouTube, there are specific video categories unsuitable for ads that complement the waring mechanism on community
regulations, which may include constraints on some options and as a last resort being excluded from the YouTube Partner Program.
Cf. https://support.google.com/youtube/answer/6162278?hl=it e https://support.google.com/youtube/answer/2802032?hl=it
50
Regarding video ads, Google offers to advertisers different targeting tools to control where YouTube commercials are displayed,
including instruments developed by third parties, such as the Integral Ad Science verification technology, which manages to monitor
the brand level of security risk, preventing the brand from appearing on websites under risk or simply inconsistent with the advertiser’s
intentions.
Cf.
https://support.google.com/youtube/answer/2454017
and
https://support.google.com/displayvideo/answer/3297897?hl=it
51
Cf. see Facebook press release, Increasing Our Efforts to Fight False News, By Tessa Lyons, Product Manager, 21st June 2018;
Hard Questions: What’s Facebook’s Strategy for Stopping False News?, 23rd May 2018; Update on Our Advertising Transparency
and Authenticity Efforts, 27th October 2017. As for the Technical Roundtable to ensure pluralism and information correctness on digital
platforms, see also the Facebook report dated 9th May 2018.
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look at disinformation websites – the more the possibilities of profits for their owners, that is also linked to
impressions served by the chosen ad intermediation platform. As for the strategy recipients, fake news items were
addressing only to a determined USA target audience, Donald Trump’s conservative supporters.
 Motivations. The strategy aims to catalyse traffic on their websites served with ads. A CNN reporter interviewed
one of the main protagonists of this episode, showing how the daily profit was ranging from 2,000 to 2,500 euros
during the latest presidential elections. Given the impressions served or the clicks received, it has exceeded by far a
Macedonian worker’s income of his/her entire working life, as they generally earn less than 400 euros per month.
 Technological resources. The protagonists used names recalling those of online information newspapers (e.g.
USADailyPolitics.com, WordlPoliticus.com) with a slightly basic, but credible graphic. According to what stated
by one of the main protagonists to the CNN reporter, the platform of online ad intermediation is Ad Sense of Google,
which provided ads on disinformation websites paying websites’ owners according to the impressions served or the
clicks on ads. As already mentioned, the strategy encompassed also the creation of false accounts on Facebook to
post, share and comment fake news items appeared on disinformation websites to increase views.
 Investments. This commercial strategy required limited technological investments (just a pc), but sound knowledge
on the automatic mechanisms of online ad trading and the ways news items propagate via social networks. Joining
Ad Sense, the ad intermediation platform, is free as only a Google account is needed and the same holds true for
websites, there are free services to create them. The CNN investigation has also underlined how one of the first
strategy creators extended his business by offering formation support to students willing to implement a commercial
strategy, fake-news driven, to be prepared for the 2020 USA presidential elections.
This case has shown the existence of a sustainable business model of online disinformation contents, based on online
advertising. In detail, the strategy protagonists were able, at insignificant costs, to exploit for their own gain some
elements of the online ad trading systems, which hinder the publishers’ control capacity, as well as the characteristics of
news dissemination mechanisms via social networks. Indeed, the high polarisation level of the most active individuals
and the algorithms creating automatic personalisation of information contents, generate a context offering more business
opportunities for fake news producers, who follow fairly radicalised political opinions to spread contents and make them
viral.

B. Increase in the complexity of the advertising system and exposure to frauds
Over the last few years, the evolution, which has been defining the way the online ad trading system works,
have also increased its complexity degree according to the following factors:


high number of actors operating in the automated processes of trading and delivering ad campaigns,
especially if they are managed with automatic models, such as the programmatic ad. This may interfere
with the identification of roles, functions and corporate links (shareholdings and/or
controlled/controlling companies)



growing reliance on automated systems based on data in the trading process, which enables
advertisers to detect perfectly-profiled target users, but it does not always specify the websites where
ads will be distributed.



diverse advertising transactions that are more complicated than those charts in Figure 4
(schematised in points 1-7), including many re-intermediation processes (between ad and affiliation
networks) as well as many ad exchanges in single transactions. This results in a complex network of
financial flows, which is more articulate than passages A-E in Figure 4, and implies an increase in ad
intermediation costs and a reduction in profits generated by publishers compared to advertisers’
investments52

Those elements contribute to making the online ad negotiating system more vulnerable, allowing leeway for
people willing to implement disinformation strategies for economic reasons.
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According to Warc prejections, 60% of the overall ad investiments are taken up by intermediaries, while only 40% is directed to
publishers. Cf. Emarketer, Why tech firm ontain most of the money in Programmatic Ad Buys, 16th April 2018.
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The interests of those implementing disinformation strategies – drawing traffic and selling inventory to reach
as much ad investments as possible – are in line with the interests of automatic demand-side platforms (DSPs,
trading desks, ad servers), that distribute impressions through programmatic trading models according to the
traffic volume and the target audience, unless otherwise configured. This system is characterised by automatic
systems and the lack of a direct contact between advertisers and publishers, since it is intermediated and reintermediated by different actors and based on complex constantly evolving schemes of ad trading. This
implies the risk of promoting the funding of websites that produce poor quality information, disinformation
websites included, creating an environment for forms of ad investment diversions.
The protagonists of disinformation strategies may rely on suitable technologies to manipulate traffic from
their websites to provide them with a higher viewability, according to ad exchange markers. They may also
modify their inventory purposely to make it more palatable and attractive in accordance with the algorithmic
settings of ad automatic distribution on demand-side platforms (Ad servers, DSPs, trading desks, see Figure
4).
As illustrated in the report of the World Federation of Advertiser, – evaluating the first 500 websites deemed
as the most precious in terms of inventory available via ad exchanges – most of them are linked to viral-newssites, which are news sites based on captivating sensational fashion news items, that stimulate users’ interests
and emotions to generate traffic, triggering viral propagations 53. Those websites are currently covering a
significant share of transactions and its corresponding ad investments in programmatic models. Instead, the
analysis on the traffic generated by the same websites has shown a fall in effective ad investments and a high
risk of being associated with ad frauds (see below).
Moreover, publishers producing primary and quality information compete with this category of websites on
the user side to reach audience levels, to exploit in terms of ad revenues. The competitive pressure, placed by
the most popular news websites, may lead online publishers to purchase sourced traffic from third properties
running a higher risks of ad frauds.
As represented in the Methbot case in the in detailed section (Case 2), the complexity of the way online ad
system works and the increased level of anonymousness of the different actors involved may be used by
operators, user groups, structured or basic organisations. By investing in the right technologies and setting
digital advertising platforms (ad server, SSPs) correctly, they can bypass transparency-oriented control and
verification mechanisms as well as systems assessing non-human traffic, to adopt fraudulent actions intending
to earn ad profits.
Ad fraud stands for the illegal creation of traffic – composed of non-human traffic and human-made illegal
practices – to deliberately attempt to divert some ad investments. Since there is an extensive array of frauds, a
definition reference may be the TAG taxonomy (Trustworthy Accountability Group). Ad frauds include, but
are not limited to:
-

impression frauds

-

click frauds – such as the Methbot case of bot-generating traffic – and click baiting

-

conversion frauds

-

data frauds

In all those cases, advertisers may adopt measures to reduce the possibility of paying ad campaign costs
that are associated with fraudulent actions54. However, the case presented in the detailed section shows
how commercial strategy creators can develop increasingly structured systems by relying on evolving
technologies to bypass ad verification and control mechanisms, while damaging the ad system.

53
54

WFA, Compendium of ad fraud knowledge for media investor, 2016
See Libro Bianco sulla comunicazione digitale, 2017, cit. p. 39 and ff.
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CASE 2 - Ad Fraud Komanda /AFK13: disinformation, fraud and ad revenues
The case presented in this section shows how a criminal organisation managed to commit an innovative and
unprecedented ad fraud thanks to a meticulous planning of a medium-long strategy based on considerable technological
investments (both hardware and software) and good IT, engineering and digital marketing skills.
By exploiting the limits and complexities peculiar to the online ad system, the practice success lies in the following
aspects:
 Actors. According to the verification conducted by White Ops55, company specialised in monitoring fraudulent
practices in the online ad sector, the strategy has been designed and managed by a full-fledged criminal organisation
located in Russia. Since September 2015, White Ops had started monitoring non-human traffic (generated by some
robots called “C3”) damaging the ad system that, back then, was still operating on fairly small scale. Since October
2016, the fraudulent system has been evolving rapidly turning into “Methbot” – stemming from the string “Meth”
present in the bot code – and started working on a larger scale (137 million impressions were required by IP
addresses attributable to the network examined). The fraud recipients have been (and still may be) advertisers
interested in reaching a specific target audience, whose characteristics and actions (clicks) on ads are artificially
generated by the system for commercial purpose.
 Motivations. The organisation has arranged the Methbot system intending to obtain profits from the selling to
advertisers of contacts coming from visits and views artificially produced by bots, that apparently seems to be done
on domains associated with important online publishers. White Ops estimated that, given a medium CPM of 13
dollars, the strategy would have guaranteed a daily profit (for minimum 2 months) ranging from 2.6 and 5.6 million
dollars (one of the projections of the daily average impressions artificially generated by Methbot accounts for 200300 million).
 Technological resources used. The organisation has set up a substantial network consisting in both hardware and
software, programmed to achieve the commercial goal. The network is based on:
(i)

Storing 852.922 numerical addresses (IP) falsifying its documents to simulate the same adresses may be
linked to the main providers of online USA connection services, such as AT&T, Comcast, Verizon, just to
cite a few. In some cases, some names of false providers were used, they were recalling existing companies,
such as AmOL rather than AOL, to pretend the traffic to originate from the USA

(ii)

falsifying over 6.111 domains or urls to make them appear to be the same associated with well-known
online publishers

(iii)

organising a dedicated server network (800 – 1200) in data centres located in different countries and
continents (the United States and Europe) to prevent one-single-source traffic

(iv)

associations of robots or bots with IP addresses to simulate, with some specific techniques, the surfing
activity by a real user – manipulating his/her geographical location different among bots, simulating a
chronology of websites already visited and arranging false credentials linked to the main social networks
as Facebook

In detail, bots were programmed to simulate a normal desktop surfing session by a user via one of the main browsers
(Crome, Firefox, Internet Explorer, Safari). The organisation adopted a series of action aimed to deceive automatic
online ad trading systems and those controlling ad fraud and non-human traffic. By creating urls and false domains,
Methbot simulate that artificial visits were coming from websites of well-known online publishers (e.g. Wall Street
Journal, Fox News, Vogue, ESPN). In fact, the traffic generated by bots was originated by nearly unknown websites,
created by the criminal organisation purposely to host as single content video ads. Furthermore, using the standard
VAST protocol, bots daily forward calls requiring impressions (video ads) to various ad networks. Eventually, once
the ad was served via automatic ad systems, bots started to produce false views of the video ad and clicks, simulating
the action by a browser. It has been estimated that averagely bots produced from 200 to 300 video advertising
impressions per day.
 Economic Investments. The organisation have invested significantly in time, research and development, resources,
hardware and software infrastructures (purchasing servers and space for them in data centres, programming bots) to
arrange their strategy that has been evolving over time and adapting to ad fraud systems that verify the non-human
traffic to rapidly grow on international scale.
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White Ops, The Methbot Operation, 20th December 2016.
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Ultimately, the current complexity, interconnection and the consequential anonymousness of online ads have been
exploited by Methbot to pursue its commercial strategy producing significant damage, both on the supply and demand
side, given the global scale of the fraudulent action. On the demand side, along with costs in terms of CMP payed by
advertisers for videos served and viewed fraudulently, the economic damage turns out to be more extensive – considering
both the increase in costs payed by investors in the ad system linked to the monitoring of ad campaign (e.g. viewability
services, brand safety e brand security) and economic costs for the country (e.g. due to the lack of fiscal revenues). On
the supply-side, since the system was simulating traffic coming from the major USA online publishers, the Methbot
operation generated another significant cost because of the lacked profits and funding of producing primary information.

C. Increase in the capacity of profiling users and personalising disinformation contents for a
specific target audience
Recently, we have witnessed, on the one hand, to the growing possibility of using technologies that convert
any item of economic, social, private life of people, both online and offline, in digital data – the so-called
datisation. On the other, we have experienced a soaring development of technological tools to collect, analyse,
classify and process big data on users, who, accessing the web mainly via mobile devices, release an unlimited
amount of data at all times.
On the top of that, there is an increasing use of artificial intelligence, especially machine learning and
computational techniques, based on psychometric analysis of user-generated big data that has contributed to
enhancing profiling techniques, expanding content personalisation possibilities, including ad messages to
which users are exposed (see above, para. 3).
Indeed, the Internet’s technology enables not only to monitor users’ behaviour when being exposed to ad
messages (measuring the real contact between users and ads, the so-called impression), but also, following the
ad exposure, to track the interactions with the ad message (e.g. numbers of clicks, sharing) until the online
purchase or another relevant action for advertisers (conversion).
This increased capacity of profiling users and personalising ad messages, oriented towards recipients’
preferences, generate immediate economic gains for the actors involved in the system – advertisers, interested
in reaching a specific target audience, that thanks to available technologies (ad technology platform, see Figure
4) provide real-time targeted and personalised ads; publishers that exploit their inventory and when reaching
their goals (views, actions, such as clicks, time spent, exc.) they receive a remuneration according to the
different selling arrangements; platforms, involved in the ad trading system, that offer services and additional
information both to advertisers and publishers for the achievement of their objectives, receiving a reward
calculated on impressions served and/or users’ actions.
Given the spread of social networks, personalising services of ad campaign have further evolved to the extent
of reaching the so-called dark advertising, an innovative, yet controversial, form of communication.
The ad campaigns, spread on social network and based on dark ads, are characterised by extremely targeted
ad messages that are visible only to the profiled user group in line with specific criteria (target
audience),while remaining invisible to the other users accordingly.
In other words, the availability of big data on users, along with sophisticated psychometric techniques of user
profiling, has led to the development of a very powerful marketing tool on social media. Not only does this
tool personalise ad messages, differentiating the content and adapting it to the characteristics of a determined
target audience, but also makes it visible in the newsfeeds of that user group, while other groups cannot access
it, ignoring also its existence.
One of the main applications of dark adverting is the electoral ad campaigns spread on social media, that will
be analysed thoroughly in the following paragraphs (see below, para. 6). It should be mentioned that, starting
from the Russian interference in the US elections, the academic research as well as journalistic investigations
have been focusing on techniques to affect public opinion during electoral campaigns and to personalise payed
electoral messages disseminated on platforms (social networks, search engines). Provided that, the
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personalisation of electoral messages and micro-targeting techniques turn out to be extremely crucial, but the
phenomenon of dark ads offers a wider scope. As shown in the relevant scientific literature, the mechanisms
of automatic personalisation of contents for users – operated by the same social networks used in providing
ad messages – and users sharing ad messages both promote the creation and dissemination of fake news and
their viral propagation (see below, para. 6.2).
With respect to dark ads, as ad messages become more fleeting (the ad campaign duration or the refresh time)
and more visible exclusively to an extreme selective target audience, there is a higher risk of delivering
disinformation content. Moreover, they may also pass unnoticed, given the absence of intersubjective control
otherwise present on social networks56. Indeed, the ad cost as well as the profits for the social network
platforms and other actors involved, varies according to how much the message affects the recipient’s
behaviour, resulting in a click or an action (sharing, purchasing, exc.). Hence, there is a tangible economic
incentive, both for the social sharing platform and for advertisers, in designing ad messages that facilitate the
users’ engagement, by detecting topics – albeit ideologically and emotionally extreme – that may arouse users’
sensitiveness or interests, affecting their behaviour. According to the relevant literature, the inner functioning
mechanism of advertisements spread on social networks is based on presenting ad contents selectively
(personalisation) to reach a greater engagement. As a result, a greater economic return associated with the
sharing actions by the most polarised users, promotes the creation of ideological bubbles and disinformation
episodes.
If this ad model – fuelled by personalisation and users’ actions to promote news viral propagation – is combined
with contents visible exclusively to a selected user group (dark ads), then the risk of information disorders is
even higher, supposing also the inappropriate transparency regarding advertisers and the type of ad messages
delivered to the target audience.
Ultimately, as to the spreading mechanisms of personalised ads on social networks, the analysis carried out
reveals the absence of appropriate transparency levels and the need of adopting concrete measures to make
users aware of all the elements constituting the specific ad campaign to which they have been exposed.
The analysis conducted in the previous paragraphs (points A. B. and C.) illustrates how transformations in
the ad sector, fostered by the technological evolution, have contributed to creating an ideal context, where
disinformation commercially-driven strategies can be implemented by exploiting traffic through the selling of
online ad space.
On the one hand, the fact that online ad trading system is based on reaching clicks and the target audience that
allegedly will do a conversion, on the other, the automatism of ad space negotiating mechanisms has
encouraged the proliferation of actors, technological platforms and intermediaries, widening the distance
between the ad supply (publishers) and demand (advertisers).
This factor has a direct impact on the mushrooming of online disinformation because it promotes an
environment with poor possibilities of controlling the entire negotiating process by ad investors, who are not
able to know – exactly and beforehand – the websites where ad message will be viewed.
Additionally, the online ad negotiating system has gradually become more complex and defined by automatic
systems that, unless otherwise configured, do not include a direct contact between advertisers and publishers,
rather it is intermediated or re-intermediated by many actors and based on complex and constantly evolving
models of ad trading.
Against this scenario, the interests of disinformation websites – obtaining traffic and selling inventory to reach
as much ad investments as possible – are perfectly in line with the interests of automatic demand-side platforms
(DSPs, trading desks, ad servers), that distribute impressions according to the traffic volume and the target
audience, unless otherwise configured. This system structure implies the risk of promoting the funding of
websites that produce poor quality information, disinformation websites included, diverting ad resources
toward fraudulent actions.
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See Nexa Center, Persuasori Social, Trasparenza e democrazia nelle campagne elettorali digitali, 30th May 2018.
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Eventually, the personalisation of ad messages on social networks thanks to the technological evolution, the
use of big data on users as well as increasingly sophisticated profiling techniques, jointly with the actions by
the most polarised users, may encourage the creation of ideological bubbles and the proliferation of
disinformation phenomena. In particular, social network ad campaigns relying on dark ads – characterised by
messages visible exclusively to a specific target audience – result to be the most suitable to deliver
disinformation contents. Indeed, they may also pass unnoticed as potential fake messages cannot be seen by
the other users.
This framework reveals some transparency issues in the online ad system, especially during some phases of
the supply chain; organisations, single users or groups, automatic algorithms selecting and personalising
contents take advantage of this opacity to increase traffic and engagement, and reap ad profits generated by
the exploitation of contacts and/or actions obtained.
For this reason, this situation requires the adoption of a multidisciplinary approach, involving institutions,
stakeholders and research centres, not only to understand the constantly evolving complex phenomena in the
ad sector, but also to encourage actors to adopt concrete measures of self-regulation to safeguard citizens, who
run the risk of being exposed to disinformation contents for commercial purposes.

5.2 Disinformation and online frauds
Among commercial strategies of online disinformation (other than strategies based on online ads), there is
another mechanism based on the user direct contribution. They are campaigns triggering conducts that may
turn out to be significant from the perspectives of information pluralism and correctness as well as civil – e.g.
incorrect commercial practices – and criminal law – e.g. frauds, where false information may bring about
market distortions and more general cases of libel, false public alarm and abuse of popular credulity.
In the online world and particularly in e-commerce markets, there are fraudulent practices to the detriment of
consumers; the Internet is, indeed, an extremely suitable environment for those forms of crimes, since it ensures
an easy access to a series of information, a certain degree of anonymousness and real-time freedom of action.
In this context, the dissemination of online disinformation content may result to be a very effective tool to
catalyse consumers and economic resources through various types of deception, ending up to full-fledged
frauds. The distinctive elements determining the effectiveness of the campaigns are the contagiousness of
disinformation content items that exploit the cognitive biases of individuals, usually in a family-like
environment (newspaper counterfeited brands or newspaper website reproductions) 57.
Given the deceiving nature, they are short-term campaigns intended to make an immediate gain. Therefore,
their underlying motivation seem to be the timely earning of economic resources. Notwithstanding, apart from
the temporary objective of the creators, those channels have an impact on pluralism and the formation of
public opinion, especially on the long run, to the extent that they affect the credibility and reliability of
information operators as well as the user’s ability of identifying genuine information sources.
In those strategies, the disinformation content is a secondary element essential to draw the user’s attention and
to ensure credibility to the promoted initiative, then leading to the fraudulent action.
In detail, campaign creators use fake news to artfully reproduce an information context known to consumers
and considered reliable by them. By benefiting from this belief, creators propose to purchase a product,
deceiving consumers on the cost and the genuineness of the transaction (Figure 5).
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Figure 5- Disinformation in online frauds

Products that are at
the core a given
fraud may be
offered within
sponsored online
contents

At present, the existing cases demonstrate how the promoted product to purchase tends to be domestic
appliances, clothing items, telephony devices, electronic and/or IT products, and consumers tend to obtain it
by joining fake contests or releasing a series of personal data, credit card included.
What confuses consumers and is key for a successful campaign is exactly the context, where the object of the
fraud is located, and that is also characterised by the introduction of disinformation contents. In this regard,
the cases occurred outline multiple ways of presenting disinformation contents. For example, as shown
thoroughly in Case 3, they may be fake articles of well-known newspapers reproducing the same layout and
sometimes even the renowned reporters’ signatures; besides, a short text with eye-catching news is drafted, it
may be translated, from another language, more or less clearly. Another way may be either reproducing a fake
preview of a newspaper webpage or spreading, via fake social profiles, sponsored posts to encourage the
purchase of a product at risible costs, exploiting essentially the newspaper name and trademark. From a link
present in the fake article or in the fake webpage or in the post, the consumer reach the malevolent page, where
the fraud takes place.
The strategy creators tend to remain anonymous and use registered domains through false or stolen identities
and multiple false social profiles, and although those profile pages may be removed from the platform, they
keep being created again by taking advantage of the loyalty of users to the newspaper.
A strength of those strategies is their simplicity and affordability. As for the resources used, in the content
creation and production phase, any software able to manipulate the brand or reproduce the layout of a
newspaper page is sufficient. In the distribution and dissemination, joining a platform and registering a domain
is necessary and they may use false or stole identities to do so. Aa a matter of fact, those campaigns
fundamentally hinge on the users’ reliance on newspapers and the possibility of massive and quick circulation
of contents on online platforms. Additionally, the strategy promoters may rely on sponsored posts and allocate
an amount of resources to promote the post with disinformation content to reach a more targeted and effective
circulation. Nevertheless, the necessary investments to implement those strategies remain low, resulting to be
overall affordable and profitable for promoters.
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CASE 3 – Online frauds exploiting disinformation contents
Some Italian newspapers have been experiencing deceiving strategies of fraud with an improper use of their names and
brands, while creating structured disinformation contents, which turned out to be crucial to catalyse the user’s attention
and trust and to successfully complete the fraud.
The campaigns analysed below belong to Fanpage.it and Repubblica.it., online newspapers.
In the first case, the disinformation contest was developed on Fanpage.it’s slightly modified name and counterfeited
brand and they used a sponsored post on Facebook to promote the content spread.
In brief, here follow the facts:
In February 2018, Ciaopeople, Fanpage.it’s publishing company, following an employee’s reporting, discovers the
existence of a post sponsored by the newspaper, where the selling of a smarthphone is advertised at the risible cost of
1 euro.
The sponsored post uses improperly the newspaper name and trademark, and results to be published by Facebook pages
with names similar to Fanpage, created by unknown people.
The link placed in the post connects to web addresses with names partially recalling the newspaper (www.
fanpagepromo. com), and while opening the webpages, the user is asked to fill in their credit card data to purchase the
advertised product.
In March 2018, a newspaper follower complains to Ciaopeople that: purchased a product; it was raffled by a French
company; an amount equal to 49.90 euros, exceeding the advertised cost, was withdrawn from his/her credit card.
Following the Ciaopeople report to Facebook, the platform removes the false pages, nevertheless new pages continue
to be created.
This fraudulent practice goes on for a while in a slightly differentl way – in the post a newspaper-like name (Fanpage.lt)
is used and users are asked to fill in several personal data, from name to e-mail, including post code and address.

With respet to the Repubblica.it case, the adopted disinformation strategy aimed to create fake articles, with the same
original layout, spread via false Facebook pages with names similar to the official one (“LaReppublica.it”), or via false
web pages exploiting false previews of newspaper pages used by social networks (snippets).
The articles were announcing the selling of iPhone at 1 euro by Apple in Italy and then the embedded link connected
users to the fraudulent website (www. coopaff. com).
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Eventually, as happened to Ciaopeople, some sponsored posts started circulating under the facebook page of
“LaReppublica”, adverting the selling of the smartphone at 1 euro and redirecting to a dishonest website.

The cases presented, apart from the legal perspective, show how online disinformation contents may be an extremely
effective tool to deceive consumers, reducing their critical attention level. Furthermore, they confirm the phenomenon
persistence, since contrasting those low-cost campaigns have resulted to be difficult, despite the effort made the same
online platform involved. In conclusion, as consumers have associated the fraudulent commercial offer with the
newspaper name on the long run, this implies that those strategies may undermine the credibility and reliability of
information operators as well as more in general the user’s ability of identifying genuine information sources.

As far as possible solutions are concerned, the analysis of online disinformation in fraudulent practices
damaging consumers, suggests that those types of strategies require specific interventions, other than the
existing protection tools.
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Enforcement actions, which implies to apply the consumer’s Code or other civil and criminal regulations in
each case, are necessary tools, but they have limits in the online disinformation field. On the one hand,
disinformation contents, which lay the foundations for deception, are quickly spread among consumers,
making those strategies difficult to detect, while very effective and quickly to implement. On the other, apart
from the economic damage to consumers and to the newspaper image associated with the disinformation
contents, they create an additional more ambiguous effect since they contribute, in the long term, to promoting
a web environment, where users hardly identify genuine information sources, consequently affecting
information correctness and pluralism.
As a result, together with the existing protection mechanisms, another type of intervention should be taken.
The initiative should aim to hit disinformation and be underpinned by preventive actions increasing the online
critical attention level of users as well as by instruments assisting consumers in identifying genuine information
sources.

5.3 Commercial disinformation
On the web, another very common way of exploiting disinformation for economic purposes is commercial
disinformation campaigns spreading online false information on products and companies. The related risks
are multiple and affect not only companies, but also consumers and may even influence the decisions of entire
groups, with repercussion on the collectivity as a whole.
Altering the information set available to individuals is, indeed, an issue regarding social welfare. Information
is a fundamental resource for economic players operating in markets, to the extent that contributes to taking
consumption and production choices. His incompleteness and asymmetrical distribution among market actors
produce inefficiencies in pricing, quantity and quality of goods and services exchanged in a balanced market,
as well as in distributing welfare among companies and consumers. Along with those effects, there are other
negative consequences, not strictly economic, triggered by information imperfections impacting other aspects
of individuals’ life – health, security, the environment, exc.
In this perspective, the internet is an environment potentially thriving with information that may significantly
contribute to improving decision-making processes of economic operators and considerably correct
information imperfections. The web, given its strongly decentralised and global structure and the presence of
various contents, is a field where searching information by users and selecting reliable and significant
information are, at least, more complex and expensive. This implies that, information imperfections may
remain and even become more complicated in online markets, ending up in reaching more prominence online
as they can spread globally, last over time and involve multiple markets.
From this point of view, strategies spreading online disinformation content regarding specific products not
only tarnish the company’s reputation but also the playing field, resulting in full-fledged unfair competition
actions, that above all confuse consumers, hindering correct information and formation of an opinion on
products and their characteristics, determining a reduction in welfare. They may affect very extensive
consumer groups and, at least potentially, all the online markets, thus the overall economic fabric; ultimately,
they may alter individuals’ knowledge and attitude on important topics, such as product safety, health, the
environment.
With respect to the online commercial disinformation features, it is a multifaceted phenomenon for creators,
their motivations, and the way it is developed.
In general, the content circulating online is designed as a combination of commercial communication and
information contents based on truthful items, or likely a completely manipulated content (see Case 5). Be as
it may, the visual component of the message is predominant, enabling recipients to immediately associate the
product with the brand, target of the campaign. The disinformation content is developed starting from the
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product and/or the brand. Generally, it consists in a short text encompassing a shock piece of news on the
product features or characteristics and its effects on consumers, or false – more structured – news on the
product, with a source recognizable as reliable (e.g. self-declared scientific studies or public authorities) to
which the news is referred.
The target hit tends to be the brand or specific end products or raw materials. According to a study conducted
by Centromarca involving 46 grocery industrial companies (35 food and 5 non-food companies), from
September 2016 to March 2018, 22 companies have experience fake news “crisis”. The findings have pointed
out that the issue affected more food companies (16 out of 22) and that fake news was spread mainly via online
platforms58.
In other cases, the campaign target is not a specific product or brand, rather to steer, thanks to false, deceiving
or partial information, public opinion toward attitudes (e.g. food attitudes) rewarding the consumption of some
products at the expense of the others.
The strategy creators may be companies with economic purposes, because they intend to discredit competitors
by affecting immediately their reputation and in the long term, this may lead to a fall in sales and even negative
effects on the company economic-financial stability, consequently on the overall playing field. However, some
campaigns may not be strictly linked to economic reasons, politico-ideological motivations may also coexist.
In this hybrid strategies, campaign promoters may be different, ideologically-driven organisations or foreign
states using disinformation as a tool for real commercial war (see below, para. 6).
The technological tools used in the distribution phase of commercial disinformation strategies tend to be
technologies and related services of social networking platforms as well as instant messaging applications, the
best instruments to have a quick and massive dissemination. In the spreading step, the “word of the mouth”
mechanism is key as it progressively strengthens the message credibility – the active participation of
consumer is what makes all the difference at this stage.
Additionally, in those strategies, the content exploitation phase of is characterised by a long-term recovery
mechanism, creators’ returns are postponed over time and depend fundamentally on how resonant the
campaign was among people, how deeply it affected the consumer's trust in the company, and the real
consumption choices of users.

CASE 5 – Commercial disinformation: the food sector
Successful commercial disinformation strategies rely on identifying sensitive topics for consumers and presenting the
fake-based message in a determined way. The key is arousing emotions and the deepest concerns of consumers to draw
their attention and so promote the propagation of disinformation contents. This rationale, which is also common in
other disinformation phenomena especially politico-ideological strategies, was applied to many products, sometimes
mixing economic reasons with ideological issues (e.g. the campaign against palm oil or cow’s milk).
Generally, commercial disinformation strategies focus on health – very lively issue – targeting, more or less directly,
specific brands and/or food companies (e.g. the disinformation campaign on the re-pasteurisation of expired milk). The
case examined in this section may considered as the classic example of this type of disinformation and involves Mutti,
an Italian food company.
In November 2017, the news that the Ministry of Health would have requested a recall of Mutti’s products due to traces
of arsenic in a batch of its tomato puree, started spreading among users, first via Whatsapp and then Facebook posts.
The fake news appeared as a false document reproducing a form of product recalls of the Ministry, including product
details, the reason of recall, warnings and pictures of the product.
In the days following the news dissemination, once the facts had been reported to the Italian post office police, Mutti
and the Ministry of Health denied the news through their official channels. The actions to deal with the “crisis” lasted
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of commercial disinformation on consumers’ choices”.
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over a month with online press releases, denials on Facebook, Whatsapp and Twitter, statements on the major Italian
newspapers and tv programmes, just to cite a few.
Although the disinformation campaign involving Mutti has not had repercussions on its economic results, the company
had to invest to face the consequences. Howewer, what makes this case emblematic is the combination of the
functioning mechanism of social networks and a limited attention span, which determined its viral propagation, despite
the promptly denial by authorities.
This effectiveness in commercial disinformation may result to be a serious issue, when not only affect the company’s
reputation, but also users and the society as a whole. In this regard, one of the targets in disinformation campaigns is
precisely health; relevant examples are the disinformation strategies focusing on specific medicine or treatment
protocols.

The analysis of online commercial disinformation underlines a complex phenomenon, which may include
unfair competition or misleading advertiments. More often, apart from clearly recognizable situations,
commercial disinformation is difficult to detect (e.g. commercial wars, politico-ideological strategies) and also
users may struggle in identifying it. Disinformation content is, indeed, designed to trigger users’ emotions,
which play a pivotal role compared to factual data and its effect strengthens gradually with the spreading of
the news. For this reason, ex-post interventions to restore information correctness – if possible – have poor or
no effect on consumers. Moreover, all the cases reveal that disinformation strategies fall into a grey area,
between commercial and politico-ideological strategies (see below, para. 6), the consequence on users’ beliefs
and behaviours involve also main topics of public interest, such health, the environment, with economic as
well as social implications.
Given this scenario, specific solutions to contrast commercial disinformation phenomena should be adopted.
They may directly involve both companies offering their services and goods online, thus the online
communication, and consumers themselves with a double objective – to promote truthful and correct online
forms of commercial communication, incentivising the isolation of commercial disinformation contents to
prevent its funding via ads; to improve users’ identification ability by bolstering self-regulation initiative of
consumer protection that offer concrete tolls to identify digital commercial communication59. In this regard,
effective forms of self-regulation may play an important role to guarantee a high level of consumer
protection60.

6. Political-ideological strategies of online disinformation
Politico-ideological strategies of online disinformation, as the other strategies explored, are characterised by
the target audience analysis, detecting specific topics rich in emotional contents, choosing determined
communication codes and message framing (step 1- creation); turning the message into an information product,
an image (step 2 - production); choosing a distribution channel and launching the content (step 3 - distribution).
By contrast, what differs from the previous strategies is step 4 – exploitation as it has not economic nature.
Those communication initiatives, taken by various organisations (e.g. political parties, states and governments)
are mainly driven by ideological or politico-electoral motivations, having a strong impact, in terms of topics,
duration and numbers, on pluralism and information correctness, which may concretely affect the choices of
users-citizens both in forming their preferences and harnessing pre-existing polarised preferences.
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Among the initiative to esnure honesty and correctness and truthfulness of digital commercial communication, there is the Digital
Chart adopted by the IAP, the Institute for Advertising Self-regulation. It aims to detect forms of digital commercial communication
and to establish identification criteria in compliance with art. 7 of the Code self-regulating Commercial Communication (C.A.). Cf.
IAP, Digital Chart.
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digital commercial communication.
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Furthermore, in politico-ideological field fake news may refer to “news coming from sources that provide
biased information supporting specific perspectives and political orientations61”, or “false information
consciously distributed to target a candidate or orient an electoral competition”, or “opposite news from the
ideological perspective”, or “news challenging the established authority 62”, that is false contextualisation,
manipulated or artfully fabricated or misleading contents for political influence ends63. Notwithstanding, this
broad array of cases does not fall into the object of this study, since those actions does not always appear as
structured long-term strategies, in other words systematic, pervasive, repeated.
In detail, those actions rely on the same underlying mechanism of online platforms, that promote the creation
of echo chambers, characterised by individuals discussing only within a circle of ideologically close64 people,
reproducing and exacerbating issues of selective exposure and confirmation bias65, and especially ideological
polarisation of citizens, with their consequences on the formation of public opinion66.
As revealed by the recent AGCOM Report on information consumption, the analysis of the existing relation
between ideological polarisation of social network users and their net activities has shown how polarisation
may have a significant impact on a greater engagement towards news spread on social networks (Figure 6).
Figure 6 – Relation between information actions on social networks and ideological polarisation (2017)

Sources: AGCOM processing GFK Italia data

The link between information actions on social networks, including highly-involving actions by users (e.g.
posting their news pictures or videos and joining news debate) and the polarisation has clear implications in
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the spread of radicalised positions and creation of ideological bubbles, which may lead to hate speech67, with
a double cumulative circular causation between fake news and hate speech, in which polarisation becomes
extremisation68.
The more social network users spread ideologically-oriented contents, the more people involved in the same
echo chamber spread confirmation biases. Accordingly, they react with offensive contents or violating the
dignity of a group of people; producing hate campaigns against specific individuals and the group they
represent (e.g. ethnic, religious, gender, exc.) – distinctive characteristic, as we will see, of ideological
polarising strategies of online disinformation.
Clearly, those dynamics have crucial repercussions also on political disinformation strategies based on
manipulation for electoral purposes. The connection between media used to make personal politico-electoral
choices and the ideological polarisation level has been investigated to verify the existence of possible
information consumption trend for politico-electoral ends by, ideologically extreme or not, citizens. This
analysis has been conducted in the report of the information consumption, regarding the ideological
polarisation level of citizens and their average access to television and the internet to get informed. In detail,
Figure 7 shows how the differences in the use of the main information sources in terms of ideological
polarisation level are higher for the internet compared to television – the most active individuals, so the most
ideologically extreme, rely largely on the internet as means of communication to know politico-electoral
choices.
Figure 7 - Differentiation index of media use in terms of politico-electoral choices and ideological
polarisation level of citizens (2017; population over 18)
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Sources: AGCOM processing GFK Italia data
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Hate speech – often confused with “incitement to hatred” – is a specific category, also from a legal perspective. The term has been
created by the American legislation, as opposed to free speech, to indicate a series of terms and talks that aim exclusively to express
and stir hatred and intolerance toward individuals or groups, that may lead to violent reactions against those groups or by those groups
(i.e. hate harm). In ordinary language, it indicates a wider type of insult on the grounds of ethnic, religious, gender or sexual orientation
discrimination to the detriment of a group. According to the European Commission against Racism and Intolerance (ECRI) incitement
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As a result, polarisation affects already the means selection and, following the actions taken on social
networks by the most active users and the simultaneous operation of personalised algorithms, it becomes
viral. Especially the latter seem to foster the emergence of ideological bubbles, impacting the formation of a
democratic and informed debate on social networks, and consequently, all the fields linked to public opinion,
the formation of voting decisions, and in general, the social and political life of every individual.
Despite many common features, also due to content dissemination dynamics on which strategies are based, a
distinction should be done between ideological and political disinformation – in terms of contents, actors
involved, purposes, message nature, ways of distributing messages, and technological resources used.

6.1. Ideological strategies of online disinformation
In the content creation and production, online disinformation campaigns and strategies of ideological nature
are characterised by messages provoking an immediate emotive, unconscious and instinctive reaction69 with
an important visual component and strong narrative framing. Those messages, following the storytelling of the
group/organisation, are clearly repeated in the long term and tend to, systematically and deliberately, underline
and feed differences and divisions. They refer to topics such as defending nationality, ethnic identity or the
religion that the ideology advocates70 against concrete “threats” coming from politico-institutional or religious
individuals or groups targeted that in their actions systematically stir feelings of fear, disgust and danger.
The promoters and creators of those disinformation strategies include hate and ideological groups (e.g. racial
or white supremacists, nationalists, exc.) and their key-actors or charismatic leaders71, theorists of conspiracy
(e.g. historical revisionist anti-Semitic), groups of citizens committed in specific themes (e.g. informal, singleissue groups72 or local associations sharing a NIMBY73-like attitude towards public works). Therefore, they
result to be groups or organisations with a strong ideological motivation, that stand out for their medium-longterm campaigns.
In the content distribution, those communication campaigns are identified by volume and onmi-channel
information actions; speedy, continuous and repeated messages (spread by trolls); presence of networked
groups74 and flexible structure.
The tools the organisations involved in ideological disinformation campaigns – full-fledged networks sharing
the same subculture – use only digital contexts of participation culture, communities with relatively low entry
barriers for free expression and forms of civic engagement by any user, strong support in creating and sharing
contents generated by users, and some forms of virtual tutoring by the most experienced users75. Among the
most expressive techniques used by those networks, there are framing and strategic amplification – which are
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borrowed by the public relation world and involve local or specialised information sources and influencers
also to reach traditional media – and the so-called memes, messages with a predominant visual component,
characterised by satirical/parodic or playful style or language as well as a strong potential of online influence,
resulting in socially shared communication objects76.
Memes, as other forms of communications used by ideologically or politically-oriented groups or
organisations, stand out for their strong spreadability, that is the message ability of propagate itself through
social networks77, constantly reproducing the message as media products, also generated by users.
Following a circular scheme of dissemination, those messages manage also to be largely covered by
traditional media, thus influencing the public agenda, based on the known agenda-setting principle, according
to which an increase in the media coverage on specific issues affect its alleged significance among the public78.
To become spreadable and influence the media agenda, those messages need to comply with a series of
heuristics: credibility, consistency, confirmation belief, persuasive intent79. They are mental shortcuts, that
social media users are familiar with especially when assessing the credibility of a source or message. In
addition, what matters in the messages of ideological disinformation campaigns is the reference to potentiallypolarising topics for the public80.
Eventually, in the respect of exploitation, the intention of those disinformation campaigns consists in
spreading an ideology, in radicalizing people already sharing determined ideas or beliefs, in personal attacks
against figures or opinion leaders, who support and publically stand up for opposite positions or seen as
contrasting.

CASE 6 - Ideological disinformation: GamerGater, Far Right and chemical trails
Among the leading campaigns, based on ideological disinformation strategies with all the above-mentioned features,
we can mention the subculture Gamergater81 and Far-Right82 cases, in the USA, and the theorists of chemical trails, in
Italy.
In the first case, a precise gamer community – ideologically and politically oriented on the assumption that the geek
identity has been experiencing a very low reputation due to multiple forms of social oppression (starting a from
referring to gamers with offensive names) – exploits web platforms (especially 4Chan) to organise repeated attacks
(including data collection, revenge porn, intimidation and social shaming) against feminist and other enemies of their
ideology. The use of organised “brigades” and flexible networks to recruit new followers and spread their messages
are their distinctive elements, which subsequently have been also adopted by the far-right movement, sharing with
many gamergaters many ideological factors and fundamentally prominent members or influencers.
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The far-right movement – with an extremist ideology joined with racial supremacist, misogynist and even anti-capitalist
features – relies on many platforms to convert and recruit new activists, explicitly persuading them toward forms of
online participation, by spreading messages or memes and troll actions, in order to reach mainstream media and
integrate specific matters in the media agenda and the public one accordingly. To achieve those results, their messages,
recalling white supremacism or conspiracy, tend to be characterised by a strong emotional tension based on the hostility
of the “others” (Jews, Muslim migrants, global elites, feminists, exc.), whose presence justifies the use of aggressive
tones and real actions of online harassment. This subculture is, indeed, characterised by a strong discredit associated
with traditional information sources and the alleged attempt to disclose the changing nature of their followers, the socalled “red-pilling process”, intended as the revelation and awakening to the reality of the surrounding world83.
Using techniques and strategies, with online assaults against those members and opinion leaders contrasting their
positions, has become common in Italy, following the process, involving the leader of a conspiracy group of the
chemical trials that was convicted to eight months of imprisonment for web libel against Silvia Bencivelli, doctor and
scientific reporter. For five year, she had been victims of threatening messages and insults manly sexual, as well as
violent denigrations and threatening videos. According to the convicted accused and his group, she was held
responsible of denying the conspiracy theory of the chemical trials in a detailed article on the Italian newspaper La
Stampa84 . The theory states that white trials of condensation, that sometimes are created in the sky when airplanes fly,
they should be spread by someone (the New world order, the Kasta or people or organisations of the “strong powers”)
to poison the humankind. Also this group – conducting ideological disinformation strategies (contrasting “strong
powers”, anti-capitalism, conspiracy, exc.) – is based on integrated disinformation campaigns aim to disclose and
overturn scientific achievements and truths with emotional and revelatory tones, as shown many videos and texts still
on the web, in which they also deny the judgement contents of one of their leaders.
Such cases illustrate how, albeit the differences among the groups and their underlying ideologies, ideological
disinformation strategies present common feature, for instance the emotional tones of communication campaigns that
end up in personal attacks and even episodes of online harassment.

CASE 7 – Test on objections, retractions and other traditional methods against online
disinformation: the “Birthers” case
In February 2007, Barack Obama announced his candidacy for the presidential elections of 2008, running for the office
against a favourite Hillary Clinton. Already in December 2007, a leader appeared on the Smears 2.0 column of the Los
Angeles Time and showed how the web was oil on the fire for the hateful insinuations on the alleged Obama’s Muslim
faith, awakening an ancient hatred against a possible “Manchurian candidate”.
That editorial explained that the rumours against Obama started in 2006 with a campaign triggered by a viral e-mail,
where Obama was defined as ‘The Enemy Within’, title of a film of 1994 about a military plan to remove the USA
president. In January of the same year, Obama’s campaign organisers were forced to press charges against Fox News
for repeatedly spreading the fake news that Obama spent four years of his life attending an Islamic Indonesian school.
Although CNN had proven that Obama’s school did not have anything to do with Pakistani incubators for jihadists in
2007, the Washington Post published a story on Obama, titled ‘Muslim ties’.
On 9th June 2008, Jim Geraghty on National Review Online, a declared conservative newspaper, put forward Obama’s
request of publishing his birth certificate to deny rumours referring to him as Kenyan. Three days after, Obama’s
campaign supporters published his birth certificate on the Fight The Smears’ website.
Regarding the traditional methods to contrast fake news spreading, those objections or retractions amplified the debate
polarisation on conspiracy theories, fed by an US opinion movement called “Birthers”. Indeed, the certificate
publication allied rumours on Obama’s “real” place of birth, but also sparked whispers on the document truthfulness.
Those stories were spreading on the web and characterised by a typical conspiracy language style: “if they publish a
document, this is to hide the inconvenient truth, the document must be false though. All in all, it doesn’t take a lot to
forge or replace a document, does it?”
One year after, in 2009 and with Obama at the White House, a survey commissioned by The Daily Kos blog revealed
that 28% of republican voters believed Barack Obama was not born in the USA. But that is not all, also the ex-President
George Bush Jr. was mentioned – 35% of democrat voters thought George W. Bush was informed in advance about
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9/11. “Both parties have their fanatics” David Paul Kuhn commented on the Real Clear Politics website. This may
suggest that we should not much worry about it, because, fortunately, elections are determined by a wiser, less biased
and gullible, majority.
Since then, the fake news, underlying birthers allegations, keeps appearing each US electoral campaign, stirring
polarised voter opinions on decreasingly important issues proposed by the candidates running for their local elections.
For this reason, the story shows that online propagation of fake news has lasting effects on reputation, difficult to
overcome with traditional methods, because exactly denials tend to be exploited in targeted disinformation strategies.

6.2. Political strategies of online disinformation
Political strategies of online disinformation are often halfway between disinformation, propaganda and
information operations85.
In terms of message creation and production, those disinformation strategies are characterised by contents
explicitly referring to opposite perspectives and political factions, bolstering their topics and people, while
discrediting people and topics supported by the opposition.
Their communication campaigns are carried out by states or single political parties (e.g. right-wing, populist,
single-issue parties, exc.)86 as well as partisan information sources 87; they address their fellow citizens, but
sometimes also foreign citizens via online platforms. A contrastive analysis, involving different long-term and
structured campaigns developed by states and parties or political movements, underlines a common way of
organising called cyber troop. This term indicates the existence of an extensive array of governmental,
military88, political or party teams aimed to manipulate public opinion on social media through explicit
“dynamic narratives” to fight contrary propaganda actions89.
As for the message distribution, the operators of political disinformation campaigns rely on online platforms
including a wide and complex range of products and services that manage to spread not only messages but also
certain emotions online.
Those organisations use a variety of tools and techniques to manipulate public opinion via social media. Their
global communication strategy encompasses – creating governmental or official websites and platforms to
publish contents; using real, fake or automated accounts to interact with social media users; creating valid
contents, such as images, videos, posts, articles, stories, memes to disseminate on social platforms. As with
ideological disinformation campaigns, also this group – full-fledged fake tanks – is very active in commenting
and interacting on social media, including thorough emotionally-charged contents. They pursue individual
targeting strategies, probably via fake accounts or bots90, using targeted ad messages (slim part of their
strategy), but also online harassment campaigns for leader-users with an opposite view91.
Additionally, they may involve governmental actors, politicians as well as citizens, volunteers, organisations
and third companies. While, from an organisational point of view, cyber troops are based on an organised
structure, economic resources and training, research and capacity building activities 92. Therefore, they consist
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in groups of actors, whose objective is to influence the media, political and institutional agenda 93, also by
spreading hate speech, using trolls or automated campaigns of political communication94.
In respect of technological resources, political disinformation follows the online ad sector 95, applying the
same logical structure, benefiting from their products and enhancing their strategies. The common features are
the following:


techniques of collecting behavioural data on web users (web tracking, location tracking, cross-device
tracking) to orient their specific contents (organic or payed, texts or multimedia) via different platforms



different types and formats of online ads, also automated, that are extremely useful to single out
specific targets (e.g. during electoral campaigns) since they exploit the virtuous circle, according to
which the more ad space is purchased, the more effective the following sales are via ad platforms; they
will have managed to “learn” and progressively improve targets on which directing their investments



SEO – search engine optimisation – enhancing their presence among the query results of users. This
may enable political strategy operators to orient the public not only toward fake news, but also
malicious and biased information, falling into the malinformation grey area, or news generated by their
channels



software of social media management are more efficient in sharing or promoting contents for a targeted
audience; integrating in their platforms machine learning algorithms, that provide suggestions on the
audience, contents and ad campaign duration, while automatically orienting different messages to
different users by helping advertisers to detect more synergies between organic and payed contents;
promptly reacting according to the evolution of the events, politically relevant, and the sentiment
expressed by users online; eventually, proposing negative and harassment campaigns for determined
users
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all the artificial intelligence innovations are useful to foresee users’ actions, to improve the application
of technological tools of online ads, and more in general, to generate advance capacity in every phase
of the process96

Lastly, concerning the exploitation of political disinformation campaigns, the malicious intent consists in the
attempt of spreading propaganda in favour of a determined power or political perspective, in other words
influencing topics and outcomes of different electoral campaigns (political, local, referendum, exc.).
CASE 8 - Political disinformation in the UK and the USA: the case of Russian interference in
the 2016 US presidential elections
To better understand disinformation campaigns and strategies of politico-electoral nature, we can explore the
communication campaigns carried out by British parties during the electoral campaign for the 2017 political elections,
and the case of Russian interference in the 2016 USA presidential electoral campaign.
In the first case, some analyses have shown that, among ad messages spread on online platforms (especially Facebook)
by all the leading parties involved in the recent political elections, an extensive percentage was focusing on apparently
false or clearly manipulated facts to confuse readers (e.g. the labourist candidate failing to condemn the Irish Republican
Army), and in general on emotionally-charged contents aimed to openly discredit the adversary. Moreover, most of those
contents were not only focusing on specific matters linked to single parties (e.g. Brexit for liberal-democrats), but they
had also a well-structured narrative framing of the topic, which openly attacked the political opponents’ positions, based
on accurately targeted users (in the Lib-Dem case Remain voters during the 2016 referendum). In effect, choosing the
content to promote on sponsored post depended on thorough analyses on online users’ behaviours, this often meant
concentrating their ad actions on constituencies historically dominated by parties of other parties (especially in the
Labourist case), always via posts and contents referring to negative attacks against the leading adversaries97.
If in the previous cases digital ad tools and technologies has been partially exploited jointly, different is the case of the
Russian disinformation strategy during the USA presidential electoral campaign in November 2016. This is a perfect
example of integrating different tactics and tools with the same aim of spreading political ideas and fake news so as to
compromise the formation of public opinion on campaign issues and consequently the voting outcome98. Following the
first reconstructions of US governmental organisations dealing with homeland security, already at the beginning of 2017,
information was circulating about the organised production and spread of disinformation electoral contents coordinated
by the Russian Government99. Furthermore, during the same period, some studies highlighted a wide range of fake news
on those issues, delivered thanks to social media100 and coming from organisations controlled by the Russian government
and their accounts101.
In September 2017, Facebook finally confessed that hundreds of fake accounts, funded by the Internet Research Agency
(IRA) linked to the Russian government, purchased ad space targeting specific user groups in view of the presidential
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elections102. After this disclosure, politicians and platforms turned their attention to the transparency of electoral ads, as
shown in a bill of law of the US senate103 and the new Facebook104 and Twitter105 policies.
In light of the numerous evidence, the US Ministry of Justice established a special inquiry commission headed, starting
from May 2017, by Robert Mueller106 the former FBI director, who indicted enterprises (e.g. IRA and Defendant) and
Russian citizens for conspiracy, referring to the use of social media for electoral purposes and to the spread of targeted
ad campaigns and dark ads107. Subsequently, they also charged twelve members of the military intelligence agency GRU
for allegedly hacking personal and institutional e-mail accounts (Hillary Clinton’s included)108. Meanwhile, the Trump
administration imposed a series of economic sanctions on Russian oligarchs, public officials, banks and firms109.
As reported in a recent study (analysing Twitter in the 2015-2017 period), several IRA accounts used so different
language, topics and behaviour patterns that has been divided into five main categories (right troll, left troll, news feed,
hashtag gamer and fear monger). They were following different methods and timeframes, in a bid to significantly impact
the political and media agenda, what proves the existence of a strong and sound organisation behind the so-called
“Russian interference”110. Other pertinent studies, according to investigations and numerous institutional documents,
corroborated a combination of most of the aforementioned techniques and tools was used to influence the US electoral
campaign – electoral campaigns and fake news addressing specific localised targets (the so-called swing states, including
Michigan, where the week before the elections nearly 50% of electoral news items circulating on Twitter were fake or
biased111), disinformation “active measures” containing political messages, which attacked democratic leaders and
undermined institutions, through socially-dividing topics, chiefly based on fear112. Those “active measures” were taken
on all the information exchange and sharing platforms according to the characteristics of the tools employed (see the
following chart113). In detail, they pursue five complementary goals: (i) undermining citizen trust in a democratic
government; (ii) fuelling and exacerbating political dividing fractures; (iii) deteriorating citizen trust in elected politicians
and democratic institutions; (iv) disseminating the typical policies of the Russian agenda across the foreign population;
(v) triggering mistrust or confusion on information sources blurring facts and fiction114.
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Information sources, such as RT and Sputnik focused their efforts on social media, exploiting all the most known
platforms of social networking and audio-visual sharing, to monitor public opinion through comments on their contents
in a bid to reach as many users as possible115 via official and unofficial accounts. Despite extensive evidence supporting
the Russia interference in the US 2016 electoral presidential campaign, the Russia propaganda keeps acting. An example
is the mid-term election on 6th November 2018 – according to security experts of the main online platforms, some
Facebook accounts and pages (followed by many US users and authors of numerous Facebook sponsored ads and posts)
have created events on the platform, that had been removed before offline demonstrations and meetings taking place116.
All the techniques of collecting data on behavioural patterns of net users, online targeted ads, creating official websites
and platforms to publish contents, using fake, real or automated accounts to interact with social media users, emotionallycharged contents, hate speech campaign towards opponent leaders, prove that the Russian interference case is an effective
example of political disinformation strategies, applicable also by other states. As a result, in August 2018, Facebook
removed a high number of pages, groups, accounts, all involved in coordinated campaign of “non-genuine actions”
coming from Russia as well as Iran. It also specified that, although they were two different campaigns, they shared
similar tactics in the creation of networking accounts that deceived users (especially in the Middle East, Latin America,
the US and the UK) about their origins and aims117. Immediately after, also Twitter removed many accounts118, while
Google reported that 39 YouTube channels, linked to the Iranian government, were removed. However, according to
security experts, the Iranian online campaigns and coordinated propaganda focus more on spreading their foreign
political interests119, compared to the Russian activities, which aim to interfere directly in the public debate of other
states.
Presently, the theme of foreign interferences in electoral campaigns has been largely studied and debated by the public
also at European level, especially during national elections or referendums of the last two years, as well as monitored by
European institutions for the next European Parliament elections of May 2019120.
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The cases of political and ideological disinformation, given their synergic and coordinated actions,
demonstrates the importance of a constant action of monitoring all the activities that may undermine
information pluralism, and consequently, the formation of public opinion in the new digital ecosystem. In
detail, a strong consequential link stands out between disinformation campaigns, hate speech phenomena,
radicalisation of users, social fragmentation and risks of diverting the public debate from the correct exercise
of democratic right and duties. This requires that institutions, especially national regulatory authorities,
resolutely focus on the respect for the exercise of freedom of information on digital platforms, the compliance
with their limits, including peculiar cases that, using the underlying platform mechanisms, may affect the
citizen’s right to information.
When it comes to the fight against the politico-ideological disinformation, shared solutions among actors
operating in the market of online platform and information, turn out to be a more useful path compared to
single legislative actions, lacking adequate knowledge-based tools. As a matter of fact, they should be
coordinated and promoted by regulators, in terms of detecting and monitoring online disinformation
phenomena, transparency and exploitation of publishing organisations, techniques and fact-checking tools
(also technologically advanced), education of consumers/users.

7. Conclusions
The analysis carried out in this report delineates that online information distortions represent a vast multiform
phenomenon, in terms of characteristics, actors involved, underlying motivations, communication techniques
used to design fake news, tools and technologies employed, and resources invested.
Given this complexity, some distinctive features have been singled out starting from the relevant findings in
literature and scientific research as well as real cases. The objective was to better underline the scope of the
phenomenon and the critical points with respect to pluralism and news-media fairness so as to, eventually,
identifying the best tools to contrast them.
Firstly, there is the characterisation of online disinformation distortions, which act on the supply as well as the
demand side. In such a vast environment, the phenomenon is classifiable into macro-categories – i.e. malainformation, mis-information and disinformation –, where online disinformation is the outcome of a specific
form of online distortion with more serious implications when it comes to protect online news and media
pluralism (paragraph 2).
Secondly, the production, distribution and dissemination processes of fake news hinge on a full-fledged supply
chain of fake contents, which may be more or less structured according to initiative promoters, their
motivations and the audience targeted by the disinformation strategy. By observing the supply chain, a clearcut modus operandi stands out. This functioning system is articulated in different phases: creation, production,
distribution and exploitation of fake contents (paragraph 3).
Thirdly, it is possible to detect online disinformation strategies by exploring the supply chain and pertinent
cases of online disinformation. This holds true especially when fake news creators are not single individuals,
but permanent or temporary organisations, sharing specific interests, driven by determine economic and/or
politico-ideological objectives, with financial, technological and organisational resources, and well delineated
recipient targets. Moreover, those strategies are characterised by a series of disinformation actions, that do
include single sporadic episodes, rather an array of publishing and re-publishing fake contents – they are,
indeed, disinformation campaigns with a variable duration over time (paragraph 4).
Fourthly, online disinformation strategies are developed in multiple ways. In short, there are short and longerterm disinformation strategies, with economic and politico-ideological purposes as well as hybrid ones.
Combining those all those factors provides a possible classification, useful both to investigate the phenomena
and to suggest specific regulatory solutions (paragraph 4).
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This classification distinguishes commercial from political-ideological strategies. The analyses of each
category revealed a series of critical points for pluralism and information fairness, that are generated by
the online disinformation phenomena, including those particularly extreme and polarising that may result in
hate speech (paragraph 5 and 6).
Against this variety of problematic profiles presented in the document, there are possible measures against
online disinformation to adopt. Be they self-regulatory or regulatory, those measure needs to be various and
complementary among them. To reach effectiveness and balance, they should be agreed and coordinated by
different actors across the online disinformation field, thus requiring the involvement of all the stakeholders121.
As a result, the AGCOM Pluralism Roundtable proves to be the most suitable body to develop a range of
solutions. Those measures will need to be thoroughly examined and discussed within its working Groups,
based on an agenda of important topics that, starting from the evidence of this document, AGCOM intends to
bring to the attention of its Board members. Meanwhile, the AGCOM Board will define the opportunities as
well as the limits of self-regulation and when regulatory measures, despite minor, are necessary. This is not in
view of regulating content – that may conflict with the Regulator’s mission of safeguarding the freedom of
expression. Rather, the AGCOM Pluralism Roundtable shall look at the techniques of algorithmic selection,
framing and publishing organisation, transparency and awareness for users, direct access – by a third or
independent individual – to profiled data depending on user and advertiser behaviours, together with dynamics
and techniques of dissemination, contamination, spread. Therefore, assessing the impacts of self-regulatory
measures is fundamental, also through third and independent analysis of impacts.
At present, it is possible to identify the three leading types of activity to carry out as follow-ups:


Developing forms of ongoing technical-scientific cooperation, jointly with universities and research
centres to enhance knowledge on online disinformation phenomena and evaluate the impacts of
measures adopted, or in the process of adoption.



Dissemination initiatives and sharing experience within the Board members; this has already been
done during events organised by AGCOM on commercial disinformation topics122 and market
solutions for disinformation issues123, taking also into account the market segment of advertiser
strategies



Establishing operative solutions, such as drafting guidelines, designing and implementing
information campaigns addressing users, identifying opt-ins and opt-outs as opposed to information
defaults, hammering out programmes and good practices of media literacy, developing new factchecking solutions, promoting new highly-innovative activities shared among all the operators across
the online information market and so forth

As to the latter point, thanks to the experience developed within the Pluralism Roundtable during the previous
electoral campaign124, AGCOM shall – at the operational level – promote guidelines and codes of conducts
developed in cooperation with the Roundtable’s members. New agenda planning and activities, in accordance
with the AGCOM mission, will also be shared within this self-regulatory initiative in view of the upcoming
elections. They cover but are not limited to:


Constant monitoring of online disinformation and hate speech phenomena (Group A – Methods
of classifying and identifying online disinformation phenomena).
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Detecting forms of transparency of the online ad system (Group B – Establishing monitoring
systems of economic ad flows, from national and foreign sources, to fund fake contents).



Establishing a coordination platform of autonomous fact-checking activities and setting
journalistic standards in terms of transparency, ethics and quality of the publishing structure (Group C
– Fact-checking: organisation, techniques, tools and effects).



Initiatives for media literacy and the fight against online hate speech phenomena (Group D –
Media and digital literacy: promoting media and digital culture by providing citizens with tool for a
conscious and critical use of social and non-social media and with guidelines, commercials and other
communication initiatives



Introducing new instruments of transparency and consumer empowerment (Group E – Planning
and implementing information campaigns on the online disinformation designed for consumers)
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